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This annual integrated report covers the year ended 31 December 
2020. 

Strate is South Africa’s principal central securities depository (CSD) 
and central collateral platform. In its role as a CSD, and as a designated 
financial market infrastructure, it is locally and internationally 
recognised as performing a systemically critical role in South Africa’s 
financial markets.

Although not a listed company and, therefore, not mandated to 
follow a specific format for annual reporting, we have prepared this 
integrated report in accordance with the principles of the International 
<IR> Framework of the International Integrated Reporting Council 
(IIRC). Full adoption is a journey, and we intend to continually improve 
and enhance this report to tell our shared value creation story to all  
stakeholders in a complete, transparent and balanced manner. 

We subscribe to the IIRC’s vision that integrated reporting arises from 
integrated thinking, decision making and actions that focus on the 
creation of value over the short, medium and long term. The capitals 
(resources) that an organisation has under its control, the trade-offs 
it faces in relation to these capitals, and the interconnectedness and 
interdependencies between the business, its stakeholders, available 
capitals and market context, are important elements to integrated 
thinking and reporting.

By choosing to present our annual report within the principles-
based framework of integrated reporting, we aim to demonstrate 
commitment to our purpose of serving the financial markets. Part of 
this purpose is providing stakeholders with a concise and transparent 
assessment of our ability to use our resources (capitals) to create 
sustainable shared value through our strategy and business model.

To build trust with stakeholders. In our role 
as a critical contributor in the financial market 
ecosystem, we have a responsibility to instil trust in 
South Africa’s financial markets through the robust, 
effective, efficient and accurate processing of data 
and information.

To align strategic thinking, planning and execution.   
Our long-term success relies on the strategic alignment 
of Strate’s executive management team, Board of 
Directors and shareholders. This report aims to 
succinctly outline the risks and opportunities the 
business faces in a way that enables clear and robust 
conversations to take place.

To support internal cohesion. Our business is built upon 
the skills and expertise of our people who ensure that we 
never fail the market, while our leadership team drive long-
term sustainability and growth. As a catalogue of our journey 
and a guiding light on our strategic aims for the future, this 
report is a tool for internal stakeholder engagement.

To improve the quality of information with which 
key decisions are made. A transparent assessment 
of the resources (capitals) available to Strate, the 
interconnectedness of capitals and the trade-offs that exist 
between them due to Strate’s operating context provides 
valuable insights into business sustainability and growth, 
management of capitals and stakeholder engagement. 

To enhance accountability and stewardship. In articulating 
the capitals available to build this business and the market 
context in which those capitals operate, we aim to enhance 
accountability and stewardship for the broad base of capitals 
(financial, manufactured, intellectual, human, social and 
relationship, and natural), and promote understanding of 
their interdependencies
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Materiality Forward-looking statements 

THE INTENT 
OF OUR 

INTEGRATED 
REPORT

To serve the financial markets. Our purpose to 
serve the financial markets guides every aspect of 
our existence. From how we treat stakeholders; how 
we safeguard ownership rights and serve investors; 
how we identify risks and define opportunities; to 
how we treat each other as colleagues; the culture we 
build; and how we work collaboratively with alliance 
partners, regulators, government and associations. 
This report outlines our progress and stance on every 
aspect of our business and market context with a 
truthful, transparent and uncompromising assessment 
of the factors that impact our existence now and into 
the future.

This report aims to disclose information about material matters that 
substantively affect our ability to create shared value in the short, medium and 
long term. Short term refers to the next 24 months, while the medium term is 
considered two to five years. Anything beyond that is considered long term. 
We discuss our materiality determination process on page 30 of this report. 

In compiling this report and outlining Strate’s outlook for the future, forward-
looking statements are used. These statements are based on the market and 
business context as it is known at the time of compiling this report and are subject 
to change as the business context, macro environment or strategic priorities may 
change.
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Our commitment to the SDGs
In the execution of our shared value model and strategy, we have recognised that we can directly and indirectly impact the sustainable development goals (SDGs) as set by 
the United Nations General Assembly. We have identified the SDGs that are most relevant to our business to assist with prioritisation of our capital resources to maximise our 
impact and create shared value for our key stakeholders. 

OTHER FRAMEWORKS USED IN COMPILING THE 
CONTENT OF OUR INTEGRATED REPORT INCLUDE:

• King IV Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016 
(King IV)

• International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
• The Companies Act , 71 of 2008
• United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
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Financial capital – Our available capital reserves with 
strong cash generating ability used to support our business 
and operational activities.

Manufacturing capital – Our infrastructure and systems, 
developed and implemented to world-class standards, are 
driving and leading digitisation through innovation and 
investment. Client value propositions and internationally-
recognised service capabilities form part of manufacturing 
capital.

Human capital – Our culture and our people – high quality, 
knowledgeable, skilled and experienced employees to drive 
our strategic imperatives. 

Social and relationship capital – Our stakeholder 
relationships, including the financial services community as 
well as the communities in which we operate. 

Intellectual capital – Our brand, reputation, operating 
licences and responsible and ethical governance practices.

Natural capital – The direct use of natural capital in our 
operations and how we enable natural capital through our 
business activities 
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Navigating this report
Throughout our integrated report, the following icons are used to show the connectivity between sections.

ET

CF

BS

DA

OE

Our capitals
Our success in achieving our purpose, not only now but in the future, is dependent upon effectively managing the capitals 
available to us through our value-adding business activities and outputs, and the shared value outcomes we deliver.   

The six capitals, defined in relation to Strate’s business context, are:

Our strategic imperatives

Operational excellence & resilience - 
Highly efficient and resilient core services that meet our clients' needs

Economic / Political Technology Societal Competition Environmental 

Digital platform adoption - 
Enable digital adoption of our solutions for the market 

High quality engaged talent -
Retaining and attracting talent to build high-performance teams

Long-term business sustainability -
Diversification through security, trade and issuer types

Client focus - 
Meeting clients’ needs through appropriate value propositions

Our reporting suite 

** As Strate is privately owned, these reports are only available to our shareholders and regulators 

** ** 

APPROVAL BY THE BOARD
The Board acknowledges its  responsibility  to  ensure  the  integrity  of 
this integrated report. It is the Board’s view that this report addresses 
all the issues that are material to Strate’s ability to create shared value 
and that it fairly presents the integrated performance of the business.

The integrated report, which remains the ultimate responsibility of the 
Board, is prepared under the supervision of senior management, and 
is subject to assurance processes primarily in the form of management 
review and underlying internal controls. Formal assurance processes 
will be refined as we progress in reporting maturity. The integrated 
report is submitted to the Audit and Risk Committee, which reviews 
the report and recommends it to the Board for approval. 

This report was approved by Strate’s Board of Directors on 
 17 March 2021. 

Material matters 

FC SRC

HC

MC IC

NC
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As South Africa’s principal 
central securities 

depository and central 
collateral platform, Strate 

serves the financial 
market through the 

safekeeping of the legal, 
digital record of securities 

ownership, providing 
associated settlement 
and asset services and 

facilitating the use 
and traceable reuse of 

securities as collateral to 
benefit the economy.
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STRATE AT A GLANCE 

Serving the financial markets

Privately owned, 
systemically 

important 
financial market 

infrastructure

Pioneer of 
digitisation in 

the SA financial 
markets

Three key service 
capabilities: 
CSD Services

Collateral Services 
Integration Services 

94.6 million 
messages 
securely 

transmitted 
during 2020

Total assets 
under 

safekeeping 
R12.6 trillion

Average 
collateral 

assets under 
management 
R31.3 billion 

Value of 
settlements 

processed during 
2020

R43 trillion 

Cost-to-income 
ratio of 70%

7.5 million 
settlements 

processed during 
2020

Critical 
contributor to the 

Thomas Murray 
Capital Market 

Infrastructure risk 
rating of AA- for 

South Africa 

958 clients 
across various 

market 
segments  

Socio-economic 
contribution of 

R3 million during 
2020

Level 2 B-BBEE 
contributor 

status

Financial 
sustainability 

mandate

Self funded with 
total equity of
R716 million 

Strong culture 
diagnostics

72% Black 
21% White

7% Foreign national 

High quality 
experienced 
employees

121 employees

We serve all 
South African 

exchanges and 
private platforms

Operating since 
1998

Licensed 
independent 

provider of 
post-trade 

services for the 
SA financial 

markets
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CHAIRMAN’S REVIEW CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REVIEW

A year such as 2020 was destined to test us all - it tested 
our resolve, our ability to deal with and overcome personal 
adversity, and our resilience in coming to terms with a 
materially different working environment – all in a short 
space of time. As a leader, it is immensely gratifying to 
see how Strate has risen to these challenges, transitioning 
quickly, efficiently and effectively to a work-from-home 
environment. We have been able to successfully play 
our part in enabling the South African financial market’s 
resilience and stability – and for this I am exceptionally 
grateful to each and every one of my colleagues for ensuring 
we have delivered on our purpose of serving the financial 
markets this year.

Unfortunately, the pandemic has not happened in isolation. 

South Africa’s economic fundamentals have been weak for 
some time, and with the increased pressure of COVID-19, 
market stagnation is likely to extend through 2021, into 
2022 and even beyond. The past few years have been 
framed by overall weak GDP growth, continued political 
uncertainty and overall low market confidence. These 
factors have translated into low revenue growth for Strate 
of circa 3% a year over the past five years. The national 
lockdown that started at the end of March 2020 coincided, 
almost simultaneously, with South Africa’s sovereign credit 
rating downgrade that had been looming due to persistent 
structural and economic weaknesses. Unemployment 
levels, already high at the start of the year, rocketed as a 
consequence of the pandemic and the livelihoods of many 
South Africans are now under significant threat. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a tangible impact on 
every South African in 2020 – whether due to the tragic loss 
of life of family members or friends, or as a consequence 
of the dramatic effects of the economic shutdown. Strate 
has been no exception. As a recognised financial market 
infrastructure, Strate has been an essential contributor 
to maintaining market-wide stability and resilience 
throughout the year. Any failure on Strate’s part to fulfil its 
obligations to the market would have posed significant risk 
to the financial system at a time of already unprecedented 
stress. The Board and I have taken great comfort in the 
professional manner in which André and his executive 
team have ensured that the company not only effectively 
and efficiently carried out its core services, mitigating 
any systemic risks, but also did this while providing care, 
guidance, direction and ensuring the wellbeing of Strate’s 
people.

The first and second infection waves are behind us and 
roll-out plans for the vaccine are in progress, indicating 
that there is some measure of control over the spread 
of the pandemic. We recognise that it will still take some 
time for mass vaccinations to be achieved but, at the 
very least, we are now in a better position to develop and 
implement meaningful economic recovery plans. Targeted 
government spending and the curtailment of corruption 
are essential components of any efforts to reduce the risk 
of permanent damage to the economy. Appropriate fiscal 
policies will be essential if we are to encourage growth and 
reverse the effects of the shutdown. However, the speed of 
our collective recovery efforts is likely to be constrained by 
the limited ability of the government to borrow. As a result, 
investors will be closely monitoring the bond market to 

assess the impact that spending patterns will have on longer-
term growth prospects.

Looking back to the early part of 2020, international and 
South African capital markets experienced extreme volatility 
and unprecedented volumes at the end of March, which 
coincided with South Africa going into a national lockdown. 
High levels of communication and co-operation amongst 
all role players ensured that South African capital markets 
successfully digested all of this, reconfirming our status as 
one of the most resilient and reliable markets globally. Strate’s 
role in this was widely appreciated and acknowledged by all 
market participants. True to our purpose we are committed 
to maintaining our high reliability as an essential financial 
market infrastructure. I am grateful for the contributions of 
all involved in achieving this.

Against this backdrop, the Board has continued to work 
closely with the leadership team to refine and cement 
strategic focus on long-term innovation and growth. The 
alignment of the organisational structure to support the 
strategy has been completed. Strate continues to focus on 
its strategic partnerships to ensure it is able to support its 
ongoing needs and those of its clients. To this end, a clearly 
defined client value proposition for each of the service 
capabilities has been a focus during the year under review.  

A strong corporate culture and value system has continued 
to bolster the performance of the company throughout 
2020. Yet again, we have been able to appreciate the value 
of operational excellence and business resilience.

I would like to thank my fellow Board members for their 
time and commitment in ensuring that Strate has continued 
to meet its purpose of serving the financial markets. We 
also appreciate the valuable involvement of our regulators 
throughout the year.

Strate has ended 2020 well - financially sound, resilient and 
efficient and is, I believe, well positioned to play a valuable 
part in South Africa’s much-needed economic recovery.
 

Nigel Payne 
Chairman
  

Strate itself is faced with key capabilities that are ex-growth 
while we are highly dependent on capital market volumes. 
Limited opportunities for growth exist in Strate’s core 
services with unit trusts providing a real and significant 
opportunity set. Capital market investments have continued 
to move both offshore and into the less structured unlisted 
environment.

It has become increasingly clear that the high road scenarios 
for some of our key, current initiatives (such as e-Voting and 
Collateral Services) require a strong partnership approach 
with stakeholders if these are to be delivered successfully. 
Against this backdrop, Strate continues to focus on its ability 
to leverage its existing infrastructure and capabilities to 
unlock the maximum benefit for its various client segments.

Operational delivery has been under scrutiny throughout 
the year with a clear focus on ensuring we meet, and even 
exceed, our obligations to the market. Careful attention has 
been given to defining and building our digital strategy and 
capabilities.

Through the implementation of a holistic employee 
wellness model and the embedding of a strong corporate 
culture and values system, we have been able to continue 
operating remotely with productivity and accountability 
levels remaining high.

There can be no doubt that the circumstances we find 
ourselves in have placed new demands on leaders to 
reimagine the business model that guides the way we 
work and, above all, to adapt to the needs of the market 
seamlessly and professionally. I believe we have done 
this to the best of our ability. In a challenging economic 
and operational environment, Strate has delivered sound 
financial performance with net profit after tax 3% ahead of 
the prior year.

We will continue to focus on maintaining and improving the 
world-class financial market infrastructure we have built 
over the years, introducing further efficiencies to our clients 
where possible. We will strive to find the right balance in 
employing an external approach to digital platform adoption. 
We will be exploring other diversification opportunities 
through the enhancement of existing relationships 
and building stronger relationships with our peers.

Nigel Payne
Chairman

André Nortjé
Chief Executive Officer
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Our role in the market will always be one built around 
collaboration. CSD Participants, the issuer community, the 
investor community, banks and the exchanges are all critical 
to our collective success. We would like to express our 
thanks to each and every one of you for your cooperation 
and support in a difficult year. I am sure the cooperation we 
have witnessed in the market has been as rewarding for you 
as it has been for the Strate team. Thank you.

I am particularly grateful to our chairman, Nigel Payne, 
and the Board for the commitment and guidance that has 
been forthcoming throughout the year. I would also like 
to thank our regulators for their continued, constructive, 
engagement. 

Looking forward, I think we all recognise there is still a 
long road to recovery. But, with the concerted efforts of all 
involved, I have no doubt this too shall pass and we will all 
come through the pandemic experience stronger and more 
focused on doing the right things for the market we all serve.

André Nortjé
Chief Executive Officer 

How do w
e 

do
 it

?

W
ith w

hat outcome?

Purpose

Our purpose is to serve the financial markets. In living 
our purpose, “how we do things” is as important as “what 
we do”. To create an empowering environment to serve 
the financial markets, we need high levels of trust and 
accountability to be part of our cultural journey to create 
sustainable digital infrastructures and platforms that meet 
world class principles of governance. By doing so, Strate 
promotes interoperability, enables efficiencies, mitigates 
risk and optimises the use of capital in a sustainable way. 

Our culture is determined by our purpose, vision, values and 
our approach to ethics. Our code of conduct guides us to be 
ethically responsible and respectful in our dealings with all 
stakeholders as we serve the financial markets. Our culture is 

a key strategic enabler of our value creating business model.

Our values of integrity, reliability, passion, dynamic innovation, 
accountability and teamwork guide our employees in their 
behaviours, and in the strategic and operational decisions 
they make.

In living our purpose, it is important that we encourage the 
right behaviours. We have focused on six critical behaviours 
aimed at embedding our culture and making the most 
difference in supporting our purpose and strategic journey. 

WHO WE ARE
Our purpose and values

Serving the financial markets 

By creating digital infrastructures and 
platforms for the financial markets that 
meet world-class principles of governance

To promote interoperability, enable 
efficiencies, mitigate risk and optimise 
the use of capital for the South African 
financial markets 

About Strate
As South Africa’s principal central securities depository and central collateral platform, Strate serves the financial 
market through the safekeeping of the legal, digital record of securities ownership, providing associated settlement 
and asset services and facilitating the use and traceable reuse of securities as collateral to benefit the economy.

Recognised locally and internationally as a financial market infrastructure (FMI), Strate has been a key part of the 
financial market ecosystem for over 20 years, responsible for delivering services critical to the smooth functioning of 
the South African financial market.

We safeguard ownership rights

At the heart of what we do, is the safeguarding of 
ownership rights for public and private market securities 
in South Africa. These records, held digitally, represent 
the legal record of ownership for all equities, bonds, 
money markets, derivatives and participatory notes 
in collective investment schemes (ETFs) entrusted 
to Strate for safekeeping. As the market trusts us to 
independently and accurately hold the legal record 
of securities ownership, we are able to safeguard 
investors’ rights and contribute to upholding financial 
market stability.

Reliable operations and world-class asset services

Strate’s central securities depository – to which 
issuers, other market participants and all South African 
exchanges connect – maintains accurate records 
through a reliable clearing and settlement function. 
Our world-class asset servicing capabilities support 
issuers with both standard and complex corporate 
activities that unlock significant benefits for issuers and 
investors. 

We help to support broader economic activity

Building on the trust we have earned in safeguarding 
the legal ownership rights for securities, Strate has 
developed a platform to support the traceable re-use 
of securities as collateral to promote economic activity. 
Our central collateral platform efficiently and seamlessly 
connects collateral givers, collateral receivers and 

intermediaries, to assist them in optimising capital, 
reducing risk and improving liquidity.

A cornerstone of the financial market ecosystem 

We play an important role in creating efficiencies and 
mitigating systemic risk thereby contributing to the 
integrity of the financial market ecosystem. We are 
independent, robust, sound and credible.

As a self-regulatory organisation, mandated by the 
Financial Markets Act, we contribute to financial market 
stability by establishing, maintaining and monitoring 
standards that uphold confidence in the market.

Trusted to deliver innovative, digital solutions 

Strate is a pioneer in digitisation in South Africa, initially 
through our dematerialisation initiative to replace 
paper securities ownership records with secure digital 
records. Digital innovation has allowed us to integrate 
and connect critical players in the financial market 
ecosystem. This leads to integrity and trust in our 
markets, which ultimately supports market growth and 
the growth of the South African economy.

Our Integration Services offers cost-effective solutions 
to make it easy for entities to create, exchange 
and monitor digital messages.  We adhere to ISO 
messaging standards ensuring seamless and secure 
communication between market participants.
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  Our strategic imperatives
Our strategic imperatives form the basis for sustained value creation and underpin our purpose of serving the financial markets. In response to the continuously changing 
operating environment and needs and expectations of our stakeholders, we have developed five key strategic imperatives that drive the activities in our value creating 
business model. 

Supported by world-leading partners

Our digital innovation is based on a partnership model with leading global 
technology providers. This includes Tata Consulting Services to provide 
sophisticated infrastructure for settlement and asset services. Our e-Voting 
solution enables virtual shareholder meetings and uses the respected 
infrastructure and experience of leading technology provider Nasdaq.  We 
offer a state-of-the-art central collateral management platform, supported 
by Clearstream, part of the Deutsche Borsë Group.  

A sound regulatory framework

In delivering digital solutions to the South African financial market, Strate 
operates within a sound regulatory framework. We provide services in 
terms of the Companies Act (2008) and the Financial Markets Act (2012). 
Strate is overseen by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority and South 
Africa’s Prudential Authority. As a financial market infrastructure, we 
adhere to the principles enshrined in local and international best practice 
including the principles for financial market infrastructures issued by the 
Committee on Payment and Market Infrastructures and International 
Organisation of Securities Commissions (CPMI-IOSCO).

Shareholders committed for the long term

We have a strong and committed shareholder base, made up of the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange, Nedbank, Standard Bank, Absa Bank, 
FirstRand Bank and Citibank. Their long-term commitment and market 
insights assist us in delivering value to all our stakeholders.
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ET

CF

BS

DA

OE Operational excellence & resilience - Highly efficient 
and resilient core services that meet our clients' needs

Digital platform adoption - Enable digital adoption 
of our solutions for the market 

High quality engaged talent - Retaining and attracting 
talent to build high-performance teams

Long-term business sustainability - Diversification 
through security, trade and issuer types

Client focus - Meeting clients’ needs through appropriate 
value propositions

Our 2020 corporate scorecard is aligned to these strategic imperatives. This, together with our key business focus areas, informs our short, medium and long-term business 
and operational plans across all service capabilities. These strategic imperatives support our responsive, adaptable and dynamic strategy. 
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Financial capital 

• Self-funded by operating returns with no debt
• Strong cash flow generating ability
• Conservative balance sheet with sufficient regulatory reserves  
• Equity of R716 million (2019: R661 million)
Refer to page 39 for the Chief Financial Officer’s review

Manufacturing capital

• Three key digital platforms with world-class partnerships 
• R360 million invested in our digital platforms over the past five years
• Stable and resilient digital platforms and operations
• Internationally - recognised service capabilities and client value propositions 
• Our infrastructure has facilitated the settlement of just over 7.5 million 

transactions in 2020 (2019: 7.3 million). 
• The value of these settlement transactions for 2020 was R43 trillion (2019: R47 

trillion)
Refer to page 35 for OE performance 

Human capital 

• Knowledgeable, experienced and skilled employees 
• A total of 121 employees (2019: 127) embracing a culture that is:
 o          Stakeholder centric
 o          Performance motivated 
 o          Risk aware and ethics conscious
 o          Focused on promoting holistic wellbeing
• Aligned organisational structure to enable the strategy
• R3 million invested in employee training and development (2019: R2.1 million)
• Performance and reward structures linked to impact and sustainable shared 

value creation 
• Experienced and diverse executive team 
• A transformed workforce
Refer to page 35 for ET performance 

Intellectual capital

• Licensed independent provider of post-trade services for the financial markets
• Pioneers of digitisation in the South African financial markets 
• Best-of-breed digital platforms with solid partnerships
• Trusted by the market to deliver with zero operational failure with a 21-year 

track record
• Significant integration into the South African financial markets 
• Robust governance structures centred on ethical conduct

Social and relationship capital  

• 958 clients across our service capabilities (2019: 933)
• Responsible ESG practices 
• Constructive relationships across all stakeholders 
• Strong strategic business partner alliances 
Refer to page 17 for our stakeholder engagement practices

Natural capital

• Direct impact on our natural environment with offices located in a  4-star green 
rated building and paperless efforts 

• Our CSD Services capability enables green assets for registry, settlement and 
asset servicing

INPUTS – The resources and relationships we need OUR BUSINESS ACTIVITIES AND OUTPUTS  – What we do  

ISSUERS

Collateral ServicesCSD Services Integration Services

Security types enabled:
- Equities
- Bonds
- Money markets
- Derivatives
- Participatory notes in
   collective investment
   schemes

O
ur

 p
ro

du
ct

s a
nd

 se
rv

ic
es

Digital access points

Data Services

Electronic record keeping
and maintenance

(Settlement/Asset Servicing)

Centralised, automated,
optimal collateral

management

Secure transmission of 
information

100% Dematerialisation Connectivity

LEI Provider

e-Voting

CSD Services
TCS BaNCS

Collateral Services
Clearstream

e-Voting 
Nasdaq

Diversification
(Security, trade and issuer types)

Standardisation Digitisation Scale

Te
ch

no
lo

gy
 

pl
at

fo
rm

s

INVESTORS

INVESTORS

Supports issuers in 
both public and 
private markets 
across both on- and 
o�-market trading

Bu
si

ne
ss

 
m

od
el

 d
riv

er
s

Regulatory and Supervisory
 Services

Strate Supervision

• Financially sustainable business that continues to deliver on its core services that creates shared value for all stakeholders 
• Contributes to a stable and resilient capital market that attracts and retains both local and international investors  
• Assurance on the existence of assets which preserves trust for the South African capital market 
• Promote interoperability, enable efficiencies, mitigate risk and optimise the use of capital within the financial market ecosystem

OUR OUTCOMES  – Shared value for the South African financial markets ecosystem where Strate makes a 
meaningful contribution in the following ways: 

   Our value creating business model

FC

SC

HC

MC

IC

NC
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CSD Services

Strate’s CSD Services, through its partnership with Tata 
Consultancy Services, provides a world-class infrastructure 
for settlement and asset services that connects market 
participants to the South African financial markets in an 
efficient and robust manner. We enable digital records 
of beneficial ownership to be created and maintained 
for equities, bonds, money markets, derivatives and 
participatory notes in exchange traded funds.

Issuers are core strategic clients for CSD Services and the 
reason for prioritising our “digital issuer” strategy. The aim 
is to achieve a fully digitised share registry through 100% 
dematerialisation of issuers’ registries and to provide a set 
of holistic end-to-end issuer services to ensure that Strate 
is the CSD of choice. e-Voting is a strategic platform that we 
have built in partnership with Nasdaq for these additional 
services. It enables digital voting and communication 
between investors and issuers for shareholder meetings.

Strate became a Local Operating Unit (LOU) in 2016 for the 
issuing of Legal Entity Identifiers (LEI) for issuers. LEIs were 
set up by regulatory authorities (including the G20 and 
the Financial Stability Board) to address the traceability 
of financial transactions and to more effectively manage 
counterparty risk following the global financial crisis. 
Strate’s platform and processes have been certified by the 
Global Legal Entity Identifier Foundation (GLEIF) to issue 
LEIs for South Africa.

Collateral Services

Strate’s ability to provide collateral services stems from its 
core service of maintaining the digital registry for issuers. 
The financial market trusts Strate to maintain this registry 
and therefore trusts Strate to enable the movement of 
financial securities in a secure and controlled way amongst 
counterparties for non-cash collateralisation of financial 
exposures.

Strate’s Collateral Services, through its partnership with 
Clearstream (Deutsche Börse Group), provides a world-

class platform that connects collateral givers and receivers 
and enables the traceable re-use of securities as collateral 
for other economic activity.

As a tri-party collateral platform, Collateral Services 
manages the automatic allocation, optimisation and 
substitution of collateral in accordance with a collateral 
receiver’s pre-defined eligibility, while maintaining the 
integrity of a collateral giver’s allocation preferences.

Strate performs all necessary operational and 
administrative functions to enable under-utilised assets 
to be mobilised and to minimise the use of cash as 
collateral. Collateral placed is evaluated and reconciled 
daily, ensuring all exposures are optimally covered, while 
eligibility and sufficiency of collateral for both giver and 
receiver is monitored in real time.

Integration and Data Services

Strate’s Integration Services capability consists of a private
network (Gateway) and access to the SWIFT network for 
the secure transmission of information within the financial 
market ecosystem. We have engaged with existing and new 
clients to demonstrate our existing capabilities and our 
thinking on potential changes to the product to address 
clients’ integration challenges.

Our existing Data Services offering relates to information
distribution to meet regulatory and contractual obligations.
Intuitively, there remains significant opportunity for Strate
to enable further data services, which we will consider over
the medium to long term.

Regulatory and Supervisory Services 

Our CSD licence authorises us to supervise licensed CSD 
Participants’ compliance with Strate Rules and Directives. 
Strate Supervision, a supervisory mechanism, enforces 
the Strate Rules and Directives. Robust risk management 
principles and tools have enabled Strate Supervision 
to apply and enforce its supervisory approach over the 
years. Strate’s Regulatory and Supervisory Committee 

is responsible for ensuring that Strate adequately and 
effectively realises its regulatory, supervisory, investigative 
and enforcement responsibilities as required by legislation 
and in line with the expectations of Strate’s regulators.

Technology platforms

Strate’s state-of-the-art technology platforms are designed 
to facilitate the following key capabilities: 

1)    Digital access to our core platforms, irrespective of                       
        whether an issuer’s securities are traded in the public          
        or private market and whether these trades are   
        concluded on- or off-market 
2)    Data distribution to ensure that the market has all 
        the information to function
3)    Delivery of the full functionality required by our core 
        services

Strate’s CSD Services is supported through the TCS BaNCS 
platform, enabled by the partnership with Tata Consulting 
Services. Clearstream is the underlying technology 
platform for collateral services and supports efficient and 
accurate tracking and mobilisation of collateral and other 
assets  for the market. Strate’s e-Voting platform forms 
part of our digital issuer initiative and uses the world-
class infrastructure and experience of leading technology 
provider Nasdaq. All technology partners represent best-
in-class offerings for the respective areas they service and 
help Strate achieve full digital transformation, enabling us 
to better serve the South African financial market.

Business model drivers

Strate’s business model drivers are: 

Digitisation

Strate pioneered the digitisation of issuers’ share registries 
in South Africa 20 years ago – digitisation is in our DNA. Our 
business is to hold digital records across various security 
types. This is achieved by providing the market with post-
trade digital access points to facilitate the end-to-end 

processing of all activities that maintain an issuer’s digital 
ownership records. In addition, digitisation is critical to 
create efficiencies, reduce risk, and optimise and digitally 
transform business processes and the financial market 
ecosystem.

Standardisation

Since inception, standardisation has been key to Strate’s 
success. Strate develops, promotes and mandates 
standards-based services and consistent processes 
within the financial markets ecosystem. It issues rules and 
directives to ensure coherent and consistent engagement 
practices for all market participants.

Diversification

Our aim is to provide CSD, Collateral and Integration and 
Data Services across all eligible security types, issuer 
types (public/listed and private/unlisted) and trade types 
(on-market and off-market), by appropriately leveraging 
our infrastructure capabilities for the financial market 
ecosystem and providing issuers with a consistent 
experience. 

Scale

In order to achieve levels of efficiencies that benefit both 
Strate and the market, our intent is to reach 100% coverage 
across the markets in which we operate. This enables us to 
extract maximum value from our infrastructure investment 
and provide the financial markets with cost-effective and 
value-adding services.

 UNPACKING OUR BUSINESS ACTIVITIES AND OUTCOMES
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Farzana Khan

Samantha Cooper Pheona Härtel 

Gregory Naicker

Beverley Furman

Rudi Steenkamp

Our executive management team

Stakeholder collaboration facilitates the achievement of our strategic imperatives, builds trust and enhances our reputation 
and brand. Our intention is to be a credible stakeholder partner that creates sustainable shared value by living our purpose of 
serving the financial market

* gross of capitalised salaries

The South African capital market consists of a small number of highly sophisticated players when compared to wider global 
markets. As such, we have established a strong collaborative community. Essentially, we know each other, we communicate 
well, and we have collaborated throughout the year to manage risks, maintain resilience and create sustainable shared value 
for all stakeholders.

Strate is one of the key market participants in the greater 
South African financial markets ecosystem and we recognise 
that we are dependent on robust relationships with all other 
stakeholders. Shared value is created through relationships, 
shared value is not created by or within one organisation 
alone. Stakeholder centricity is therefore key to the success 
of our value creating strategy and we are committed to 
nurturing meaningful and impactful relationships that 
deliver value to our key stakeholder groups. Our ability to 
create sustained shared value significantly depends on 
open and constructive engagement with our stakeholders.  

Strate’s leadership team is ultimately accountable for 
stakeholder engagements. However, a decentralised 
model to the various business areas exists with shared 
responsibility. Each business area is required to report 
regularly on its stakeholder engagements through the 
executive committee. 

Stakeholder engagement and collaboration has been 
critical during the COVID-19 pandemic to ensure capital 
market stability and resilience. Operating in a highly 
interconnected and technologically advanced ecosystem, 
Strate finds itself at the end of most financial securities 
transactions.

Dale Connock, former Head of Risk, Legal and Governance resigned in September 2020 to take early retirement. It was 
agreed that he would continue on a contract basis for several months to enable a smooth handover. Dale has contributed 
meaningfully to the business over the past 20 years.

Pheona Härtel joined the executive management team from March 2021 as the Head of Legal, Risk and Compliance.

Government 
(R’m)

External 
governance 
(R’m)

Retained for 
growth (R’m)

2018

2018

2018

2018

2018

2018

* *

*

2018

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

Shareholders 
(R’m)

19% 20%

16%

30%9%

5%

1%

Other operating 
expenses (R’m) 

Alliance and 
business 
partners(R’m)

Employees 
(R’m)

HOW VALUE ADDED
IS SHARED

R515m
(2019 : R494m) 

56

56

47

59

61

49

24

97

47

7

86

72

159

7

98

75

145

7

103

81

157

BCom (Hons) Financial Management (University of 
Pretoria), MCom Finance (cum laude) (Unisa) 

BA (Unisa)

BA (Hons) Psychology (Unisa), Psychometrist 
(independent practice)

BCom (Wits)

B.Sc. Computer science and applied mathematics (NWU)

BCom (Hons), CA(SA), MCom Accounting (Wits)

NQF 5 Diploma in customer management 

LLB, LLM (University of Pretoria) 

Chief Executive 
Officer

Chief Financial 
Officer

August 2018

October 2019

November 2018 

June 2019

December 2019 

March 2021

August 2016

February 2012

Head of Collateral 
Services

Head of Human Capital, 
Transformation and 
Communication

Head of CSD Services

Head of Legal, Risk 
and Compliance

Head of Operations 
& Change

Head of Technology 
& Data Management

André Nortjé Sameera Dada

Our stakeholders

Revenue Finance income Value added
R493m + =R22m R515m

51

42

46

42

41

46

35 49

3

2

3

2

15

20

18

Age

Executive management team appointment

Tenure of employment

Legend: 
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Medium of engagement and frequency

Why we engage

Key concerns and expectations

Our strategic response

Link to material matters Link to strategic imperatives

Strate is a privately-owned company with the following shareholders:

SHAREHOLDERS

• Clear and consistent communication
• Clear articulation of strategy
• Ensure business and financial sustainability 
• Disciplined capital allocation in line with strategic 

objectives 
• Consistent operational excellence and business resilience 

with zero operational failure 
• Sound risk management and strong governance practices 
• Swift COVID-19 response plan
• Ability to actively and effectively  manage conflicts

• We are committed to open and transparent communication 
• Equal treatment of all shareholders in terms of access to information, management and feedback
• Engagement through shareholder workshops or one-on-one meetings with shareholder appointed representatives
• Well-designed and agreed strategy with consistent delivery 
• Alignment on measures to determine financial success with action plans for achievement   
• Enterprise risk management process is well entrenched 
• Increased communication during the COVID-19 pandemic
• Continuously strive for operational excellence with ongoing  operational efficiency and cost optimisation initiatives – progress 

is ongoing and we relentlessly aim to improve and optimise to better serve the financial markets 
• We recognise the potential conflict of interests that may arise as a result of our shareholding and shareholder appointed 

representatives. This is carefully managed from a strategic perspective with the process being formalised through the 
adoption of a revised Conflict of Interest policy and practices. (Refer to page 48 for detail on how we manage conflicts of 
interest) 

Providing consistent and clear communication relating to our strategic and financial performance while meeting shareholders’ value 
creation expectations. Doing this, establishes and maintains trust as well as builds business confidence.  

• Annual general meeting
• General meetings / shareholder workshops 
• Corporate reports 
• Regular meetings with shareholder appointed 

representatives
• Attendance at Board meetings by shareholder 

appointed directors

Who they are

OE

SUPER CLEAN INFOGRAPHICSUPE

CLIENTS

Medium of engagement and frequency

Why we engage

Key concerns and expectations

Our strategic response

Who they are

Link to material matters Link to strategic imperatives

BS

BS

OE CF

CF

DA

DA

We adopt a business-to-business client model with client segmentation across our service capabilities as follows: 

• Strategic one-on-one engagement with clients 
regarding their business needs through personal 
interaction (virtual and/or face-to-face)

• Engagement forums and events with the collective 
client base (virtual and/or face-to-face)

• Quarterly steering committee meetings

• Serving both public and private markets
• Innovative solutions for digitised products and services to 

enable virtual business models
• Value for money in CSD Services
• Significant technology investments, which must create 

shared value for clients
• Clear communication strategy on our services and value 

proposition to enable business growth and sustainability
• Global client’s views on SA and key discussions around 

“how” to create a virtual sustainable business model with 
growth in our service capabilities

We engage with our clients to listen to, and clearly 
understand, their needs. This insight guides what we 
design and deliver to ensure shared value for the market 
and Strate. Engagement offers us the opportunity to be 
proactive in supporting and enabling our clients’ business 
sustainability and to support the South African financial 
markets.

• Closer collaboration with clients to ensure that our 
solutions support their business needs.

• Review of the CSD Services fee model with market 
engagement for 2021

• Enable opportunities for various client’s business model 
growth and digitisation approaches.

• Design and implement a client relationship model which 
includes a clearly defined communication strategy and 
focus on client experience

The following pages provide an overview of our key stakeholder groups, how we engage with them, and the value derived through proactive, open and constructive stakeholder engagement. 

ET

Exchanges

FSCA 
approved 
nominees 

Private 
markets

CSD 
Participants 

Life 
companies

issuer 
agents

Asset 
managers 

Lending 
desks

Stockbrokers 

Issuers
and 

Data 
vendors 

and 
analysts 

Trade 
reporting 

parties 

Hedge funds
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 EMPLOYEES

Medium of engagement and frequency

Why we engage

Key concerns and expectations

Our strategic response

Link to material matters

Link to strategic imperatives

Strate’s cultural focus is to bring our purpose of serving the financial markets to life through our employees living our corporate behaviours and values. Alignment of our people capability to Strate’s vision, strategy and purpose is crucial to our sustainability, the delivery of 
operational excellence and the ability of our people to remain resilient amidst adversity. This internal focus translates to our external operating environment, in the systemically important role we play in creating shared value for the South African financial market.  The success 
of our performance lies in the heart of our people capability that grows and sustains the business through building trust, partnerships and collaboration with each other and our stakeholders.

Years of experience 
62% of employees have been working for 

Strate longer than 5 years, 72% of employees  
are between the ages of 26 and 45

Quality of skills 
93% of employees have a diploma or better, 
36% of employees have at least two degrees 

Black females in management 
5 in executive and senior 

management roles
14 in experienced specialist and 

middle management roles

Race % split 
72% black, 21% white, 7% 

foreign national   

Gender % split 
55% female, 45% male  

Number of employees
121

• Job security
• Financial stability
• Work-life balance
• Access to leadership development programmes
• Business sustainability
• Employee health and wellness

• Extensive COVID-19 awareness campaigns were undertaken to ensure that compliance 
measures were in place and to communicate operational changes, policies and protocols 
in response to working from home, travel, and vulnerable employees

• We supported and encouraged our employees to improve their skills and capabilities by 
encouraging cross-functional exposure and providing educational sponsorship

• Our integrated wellness programme offered a multi-dimensional approach to solutions, 
which includes physical, emotional, social and environmental support

• We supported and encouraged our employees to participate in surveys and provide 
authentic feedback through communication channels

• Advancing our transformation aspiration remains our priority

• Our approach to our people capability is to design from the heart, hand and head.  It is our 
vision to create an empowering environment where talent can be nurtured to bring our 
corporate behaviours to life as we pride ourselves in serving the financial markets

• Our strategy for 2020 was to focus on a strong attention to listening, whilst accelerating an 
environment of care and agility

• A highly engaged workforce enhances our human capital value and positively contributes to 
our people building trust in how we serve the financial markets

• Our employees are our brand ambassadors to living our purpose through operational 
excellence and resilience  

• CEO “Lets Connect” sessions once a month created a platform for transparent and authentic 
engagement with all employees

• The “new way of work” accelerated our digital connection with employees through virtual 
communities 

• Regular communication by the CEO, provided direction and assurance to employees amidst 
the volatility and uncertainty

• COVID-19 education, awareness, compliance and safety protocols frequently disseminated 
through various communication platforms

• Monthly leadership coffee sessions with teams and individuals
• Virtual social connection afternoons

Who they are

BSOE ET
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Link to material matters Link to strategic imperatives

BSOE

Who they are

Medium of engagement and frequency Key concerns and expectations

Why we engage Our strategic response

 ALLIANCE AND BUSINESS PARTNERS

Strate provides the financial markets with robust digital platforms that have been co-developed with leading technology 
providers to achieve our intended business model outcomes. These are strategic relationships that contribute to the success of 
our service capabilities.

• Delivery of innovative solutions for digitised products and 
services to enable virtual business models

• Insights into global trends and opportunities
• Optimisation of technology solutions

• Strategic engagement with alliance partners in line 
with our delivery strategy

• Quarterly steering committee meetings
• Regular project and support engagement

We do not buy technology, we invest in partnerships that 
deliver continuous enhancements, ensuring that our 
platforms remain relevant and fit-for-purpose.

• Close collaboration with alliance partners to co-design and 
deliver solutions that meet our clients' needs 

• Considering and incorporating global trends in our design 
and delivery response, where applicable

SUPER CLEAN INFOGRAPHICSUPE

 REGULATORS AND GOVERNMENT

Medium of engagement and frequency

Why we engage

Key concerns and expectations

Our strategic response

Who they are

Link to material matters Link to strategic imperatives

BSOE

Our primary regulators include the Financial Sector Conduct Authority, the Prudential Authority and the National Payment System 
Oversight Department 

• Status meetings throughout the year
• A series of on-site reviews and assessments
• Submission of monthly, quarterly and annual 

returns
• Key contributor to the legislative reform process on 

an ongoing basis

• All recognised financial market infrastructures (including 
Strate) have a public policy objective to enhance the safety 
and efficiency of the markets we serve. More broadly, there 
is an expectation that we focus on what we can do to limit 
systemic risk and foster transparency and financial stability. 

• Our stakeholders expect nothing less than comprehensive, 
appropriate and effective regulation, supervision and 
oversight of Strate in an ever-changing legislative 
environment.

• There is also a clear expectation that the functions 
performed by  Strate be clearly segregated between those 
functions performed as a CSD and those performed in terms 
of its supervisory function – essentially the management of 
both perceived and actual conflicts of interest.

Strate is committed to engaging with its regulators proactively 
with openness and transparency.

Our regulators have full access to all Board and Board 
committee meetings and meeting packs.

Conflict of interest management at Strate remains a specific 
focus and this includes the separation of the activities of Strate 
Supervision from the rest of Strate. While all administration 
matters pertaining to Strate Supervision are reported to the 
CEO, all other matters are reported to the Regulatory and 
Supervisory Committee and its Chairman.

The relationships we have with our primary regulators are 
crucial. 

We engage with our regulators on a constructive basis to 
ensure that they remain abreast of developments within 
Strate and the market in general. 

This also contributes to ensuring that our regulators 
are appropriately equipped to fulfil their supervisory 
obligations, thereby contributing to a well-functioning 
financial system. 

Our open and transparent engagement is designed 
to foster confidence in Strate as a trusted market 
infrastructure in the markets we serve.

DA
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ASSOCIATIONS

Medium of engagement and frequency

Why we engage

Key concerns and expectations

Our strategic response

Strate holds memberships with the following industry associations: 

The interconnected nature of the global securities markets 
demands that an organisation such as Strate remains actively 
connected with its peers, which helps to ensure that our local 
market is able to move forward in alignment with accepted 
global best practice. 

Strate is committed to working with a number of international 
associations (as well as individual member firms) to ensure 
that our markets continue to offer an attractive investment 
opportunity to both local and international investors.

These engagements are structured to facilitate and 
stimulate active communication amongst all industry 
stakeholders by strengthening collaboration and 
developing and promoting forward-thinking that can 
create efficiencies and mitigate risk within the global 
securities service industry.

• Strate representation on established workgroups
• Regular, and appropriate, industry conferences
• Regular face-to-face meetings

• AMEDA – Africa and Middle East Depository Association - an association of CSDs in the Africa and Middle East region
• ACSDA – American Central Securities Depository Association - an association of CSDs in North and South America - The 

association expanded its membership to include South Africa at a time when there was no local/regional association
• ISSA – International Securities Services Association - major contributor to the development of the worldwide securities 

services industry through the facilitation of interaction amongst market participants

Who they are

Link to material matters Link to strategic imperatives

BSOE

Link to material matters Link to strategic imperatives

BSOE

In fulfilling our purpose of serving the financial markets,  it is recognised that Strate must continuously develop closer 
collaboration with the wider financial services community to understand and support both our needs and theirs.
Multiple stakeholders represent the financial services community,  ranging from banks to brokers, regulators, pension funds, 
asset managers, exchanges, issuers and industry associations.
The ultimate aim of this stakeholder group is to ensure the stability of the financial markets ecosystem in order to attract and 
retain local and international capital investment. 

Who they are

Medium of engagement and frequency
• Business-to-business engagement with financial 

services community
• Providing a platform for the financial services 

community to discuss and debate principles and 
functionality, which will underpin the mechanics of the 
securities market

• Face-to-face or virtual interactions covering both 
technical, operational and strategic matters

• Ability to share thought leadership, market and 
innovation trends – Strate launched Strate Nexus 
during 2020 with the aim to share these trends 

• Workshops and forums allow all stakeholders an 
opportunity to present and debate strategic matters, 
which have been identified and aims to develop the 
South African securities market along global best 
practice and world class principles

Key concerns and expectations
• Overall market resilience
• The impact of economic strain on the financial market
• Need to develop the South African securities market along 

global best practice and world class principles
• Interest in the products and services Strate introduces and 

how these impact the community
• Financial pressure and cost concerns associated with 

additional development of technology to support new 
requirements and functionality

Why we engage
Our aspiration is to ensure that we create mutually 
beneficial / shared value partnerships to achieve our 
purpose of serving the financial markets.

Our strategic response
• Closer collaboration with the financial services community 

to understand and support their needs.
• Our employees contribute to representing Strate on market 

wide forums and associations.

FINANCIAL SERVICES COMMUNITY

CF DA
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OUR BUSINESS IN CONTEXT

For the past few years, Strate has operated in the following environment:

Our operating environment

Risk management and COVID-19

These factors have translated into low revenue growth of 
circa 3% over the past five years, mainly attributable to price 
increases for equities and some market growth for fixed 
income instruments. 

At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, South Africa went into 
hard lockdown and had a sovereign credit rating downgrade 
simultaneously. In navigating 2020, it became increasingly 
apparent that the structural weaknesses that were plaguing  
the economy will continue to hamper meaningful recovery 
in the short term. Exceptionally high unemployment, the 

very real threat to the livelihoods of many South Africans, 
the social divide and growing population disillusionment 
are all taking their toll.

It is against this backdrop that we find ourselves striving to 
ensure that Strate operates at both efficiency and resilience 
levels that meet the exacting standards of investors (both 
local and foreign), our regulators and the stakeholder 
community we serve. 

Strate, like many others, has been required to change the 
way it works as a consequence of COVID-19 and while we 
are still dealing with the longer-term implications of this 
pandemic on a number of fronts, the events of 2020 have 
demanded that we consider how our workforce will operate 
in the future. 

Our resilience was tested and we have to acknowledge 
the efforts of all concerned in ensuring that Strate, and the 
markets it serves, were able to maintain an exceptional 
operational record throughout this time. As financial 
institutions, we have gained a far better understanding of 
our interdependencies and have clearly identified which 
operations can be performed remotely and which must be 
conducted on-premise. We have explored and refined our 
remote access capabilities while, at all times, being mindful 
of the growing cyber threat that organisations, like ours, 
face. 

As 2020 drew to a close, we witnessed the sharp increase in 
COVID-19 infections, and it became increasingly clear that a 
return to the office for the majority of our workforce and that 
of our clients is unlikely in the short term. A great deal of store 

has been placed in the availability of a safe and effective 
vaccine and the attainment of so-called “herd immunity” 
but even then it appears certain that a greater percentage of 
our workforce will opt to continue to work remotely. So, the 
remote working environment appears certain to stay. The 
benefits of this greater remote footprint cannot be disputed, 
but then neither can the increased risks that also need to be 
mitigated and Strate must remain up to the task. 

Threat actors are already looking to exploit weaknesses in 
remote access platforms and applications and the threat 
of data breaches and operational disruptions remain top-
of-mind for us all. It remains critical for organisations such 
as Strate to ensure that its own technology standards and 
protocols are not weakened in any attempt to provide 
rapid response to the ever-changing “work-from-home” 
environment that has now become a way of work for 
the majority of our employees. The safe operation of the 
securities services chain demands this and, for this reason, 
Strate is fully committed to ensuring that its working 
platforms remain secure as we continue to serve the 
financial market.

Our risk management process
Robust risk management remains the mainstay of our world- 
class service and underpins our high levels of operational 
excellence.

Strate is ideally positioned to assist the South African financial 
markets in adopting and complying with appropriate global 
best practices. Our risk management approach is guided by 
the Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures (the PFMI), 
issued by the CPMI-IOSCO.

We view risk management as a core competency and 
Strate is committed to providing its services in a secure and 
controlled manner with effective risk management processes 
in place to support a stable financial market environment 
while also ensuring appropriate balance between risks and 
opportunities.

Our approach
In terms of its licences, Strate seeks to ensure that it:

• Always meets its obligations under the Financial Markets 
Act, the National Payment System Act (NPS) (1998) and 
all other relevant legislation

• Manages risk in a manner that is consistent with 
internationally recognised principles, particularly the 
PFMI

• Employs risk measurement methodologies that are 
relevant, effective and understandable

• Continuously measures the effectiveness of risk controls 
through appropriate techniques, creating visibility of 
the outcomes of such monitoring activities and the 
effectiveness of any remedial actions taken to address 
identified weaknesses

• Is able to identify and assess any potential risks that it 
bears from, or poses to, other entities in its operating 
environment by:

         o appropriately weighing the costs and benefits  
 of risk mitigation to ensure that Strate, its   
       users, and the market as a whole, are adequately  
 protected against risks while maintaining   
 the efficiency and competitiveness of the South  
 African financial markets
         o facilitating the making of informed assessments  
 and decisions regarding risk exposures and   
 responses by upholding the greatest possible  
 degree of transparency into the management  
 of risks to our participants, our regulators and  
 other stakeholders
         o assisting participants in the management of the  
 risks they bear in the clearing, settlement and  
 depository environment and establishing a means  
 by which these participants are able to provide  
 input into the process as a whole

• Adequately assesses and mitigates risks emanating 
from any new non-core service so as not to place core 
services at risk in any way

• Recognises and manages the relationship between 
risk exposures, particularly where failures of internal 
and external business processes could impact the risk 
measures and mitigation techniques employed

• Maintains sufficient financial resources to ensure the 
sustainability of the CSD

• Avoids any action that could cause damage to the 
reputation of the company and the broader financial 
market

This is an ongoing process which enables the company 
to identify, measure, monitor and manage the risks and 
opportunities it faces and to support growth in a sustainable 
and responsible manner.

The Board approves the company’s risk management policy 
and framework annually.

Risk appetite and tolerance
Risk appetite refers to the extent and nature of risk that the 
company is prepared to take in the execution of its strategy 
and value-creating outcomes. This is traditionally measured 
by a range. In instances where risk levels exceed this range, 
performance is considered sub-optimal. Our risk policy 
outlines the point at which specific risk levels are deemed to 
have exceeded the company’s risk appetite.

During the year under review, despite a number of material 
challenges in the weeks straddling the sovereign credit 
rating downgrade and the implementation of the national 
lockdown, Strate maintained its full suite of services in a 
way that supported the operations of the capital markets as 
a whole. Despite the breach of intraday tolerances, robust 
business continuity plans ensured that all objectives were 
met.

The Board annually reviews the risk tolerance statements in 
the risk management policy to confirm their relevance.
met.

Risk governance 
Strate adheres to the risk management guidelines outlined in 
King IVTM and more fully set out in the Principles for Financial 
Market Infrastructures (as published by CPMI IOSCO). The 
Board oversees, and is responsible for, the company’s 
risk management process. The Audit and Risk Committee 
liaises with management and internal and external audit to 
ensure the effectiveness of the risk management process. 
The Head of Legal, Risk and Compliance is responsible and 
accountable for the implementation and success of Strate’s 
risk management process.

Weak GDP growth 

Reduced number of listings

Political uncertainty

Shift in capital raising from 
public to private markets  

Strate at full market scale in core services

Low market confidence  

Structurally low household 
savings

Muted growth in the 
equities market

Changes in the flow of 
money 
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The head of each business unit manages the risk in their respective business area and the executive committee provides oversight. Our risk 
management policy and governance framework recommend comprehensive assessments to ensure the effectiveness of risk management.

Refer to page 43 for more detail on our governance processes.

Key risks
Business risks
Involves the risk that we might fail to achieve strategic, operational or financial objectives as a result of internal and/or external 
factors. This category includes risks around the corporate strategy, business environment, products and services, corporate 
citizenship, reputational management and business performance.

Operational risks
Incorporates the risk of loss, resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems, or from external 
events. This category of risk includes:

• Information technology (IT) risks - the risk that IT may not be able to deliver business value efficiently and securely
• Process implementation and management risks - events related to business practices and services
• Human capital risks - events that prevent employees from fulfilling their responsibilities and thus prevents the business 

from achieving its strategic imperatives
• Fraud risks - deliberate misconduct to benefit a select person or group
• Project related risks - events that impact the ability to deliver on a project mandate

Financial risks
Involves the unexpected variability (or volatility) of returns (which includes both “better or worse than expected”) that directly 
impacts our financial sustainability mandate. This category includes potential risks associated with accounting, tax, foreign 
exchange, investments and liquidity as well as capital adequacy.

Legal and compliance risks
Incorporates the potential for losses or penalties due to a failure to comply with laws and regulations (includes legal related 
risks). 

Strate is a recognised self-regulatory organisation (SRO) and is expected to perform certain regulatory and supervisory 
functions. These functions include the issuing of Strate Rules and Directives, and the authorisation and supervision of market 
participants, including investigations into alleged regulatory breaches.

Strate Supervision, as an independent division of Strate, fulfils the supervisory, investigative and enforcement functions 
required by legislation.

Any failure, or perceived failure, by Strate in its roles as an FMI business and regulator, to execute in terms of its responsibilities 
at the highest possible regulatory standards could directly impact the levels of confidence in South Africa’s financial markets.

Combined assurance
Strate undertakes a combined assurance approach to optimise and enhance the level of risk, governance and control oversight of risk 
management. Strate’s Combined Assurance Forum comprises management and representatives from internal and external audit. The 
forum aims to align the company’s risk management and assurance processes.
The combined assurance approach adopted by Strate is more fully explained in the governance section of this report, refer to page 51.

Our material matters
Material matters are matters that can affect our ability to create and sustain shared value for Strate and the market as a whole in the short, 
medium and long term.  These matters are drawn from a clear understanding of the environment in which we operate. By engaging with 
industry associations and stakeholder groups we are able to develop a better understanding of industry and market trends. Our executive 
management team evaluates the significance of these trends and their business context in line with our six capitals in order to establish 
our strategic priorities. This ultimately informs the strategic direction of the company. 
 
The material matters identified through this process are assessed to evaluate how they affect our strategic imperatives and purpose. Our 
strategy is adapted to anticipate and respond to the development of these material matters. 

This process is depicted in the below diagram:
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• Continued market stagnation/time to 
recover from COVID-19

• Ex-growth in core services
• Need to diversify revenue streams
• Extent of regulatory change

ECONOMIC / 
POLITICAL

TECHNOLOGY

SOCIETAL

COMPETITION

ENVIRONMENTAL

Corruption and the electricity supply crisis

Cyber boundaries have expanded (work-from-home 
environment)

Fragmentation of market creating unnecessary 
inefficiency

Impact of stranded assets could be material to 
economy as a whole

Balance between corporate and social objectives   

Aim for full market adoption

Skills shortages 

Demand for scarce and specialised resources  

Leverage existing infrastructure and platforms in 
support of “green assets” 

Pro-active/empowered leadership for an engaged 
workforce in a “new” way of working

Possible commodity shocks and growing debt crisis

Agility of newer, disruptive technology 

Loss in market share across our service capabilities

Scope, impact and speed of regulatory changes 

Physical and emotional wellbeing of staff

Leverage existing infrastructure

Leverage existing capabilities to support various 
service and client segments

Promote heightened operational excellence and 
resilience

Proven stability and reputation as a trusted FMI to 
attract new opportunity sets 

Material matters Why it matters? Risks and opportunities Strategic imperativeStrategic responses

• Continued emphasis on operational excellence and business resilience 
• Strategic focus on long-term innovation and growth initiatives
• Enable digital platform adoption of our service capabilities
• Alignment of organisational structure to enable strategy and business 

model objectives
• Design and implementation of our Strategic Financial Framework for 

measuring and monitoring financial sustainability 
• Development of a client relationship model and total experience 

framework to enable stronger client relationships
• Proactive engagement with regulators to optimise and enhance the 

regulatory framework
• Robust compliance management processes 

• Operate in an interconnected ecosystem
• “Fail one, fail all” – resilience is essential
• Disruptive technology 
• Cyber threats

• Ongoing investment into our high-capacity and quality infrastructures and 
platforms with  best-of-breed cyber defences

• Strategic partnerships to ensure we are able to support our ongoing needs 
and those of our clients

• Define and drive our data strategy 
• Drive our digital strategy
• Invest in high quality, engaged talent
• Clearly defined client value propositions for our service capabilities with 

ongoing client socialising

• Unsustainable unemployment levels
• Deepening livelihood crisis
• Employee safety in COVID-19 environment
• Accessibility and affordability of an 

effective vaccine

• Implementation of a holistic employee wellness model 
• Enabling employees to work remotely
• Comprehensive employee engagement strategy 
• Directing CSI spend to assist communities deeply impacted by the COVID-19 

pandemic

• Increased competition (traditional and 
non-traditional)

• Market size has remained fairly static
• Stagnant revenues for mature product sets
• Material investment into infrastructure

• Continued emphasis on operational excellence and business resilience 
• Strong corporate culture and values
• Refining our fit-for-purpose remuneration model
• Strategic focus on long-term innovation and growth initiatives
• Clearly defined client value propositions for our service capabilities with 

ongoing client socialising
• Enable digital platform adoption of our service capabilities

• Climate change and natural resource crisis
• Potential for “stranded assets”

• Promote use of Strate infrastructure to support investment into “green 
assets”

Each identified material matter listed below has a direct impact on Strate’s ability to create shared value over time. We have indicated the material matter, why it matters to us, the implications as well as our strategic response. 

Our material matters (Continued)
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Our strategy is underpinned by our purpose of serving the financial markets and revolves around creating sustainable world-
class digital infrastructures and platforms that contribute to the smooth functioning of the South African financial market. 
In a challenging economic and operating context, it is important to remain agile and responsive to market and stakeholder 
needs, while appropriately managing our capitals and achieving the desired business outcomes.
 
Core to our purpose of serving the financial markets, we believe, is a shared value model that creates value for all our 
stakeholders and the broader South African capital markets. As a critical financial market infrastructure, we do not operate 
in isolation. Our strategic and business model success is dependent on the collective success of the ecosystem in which we 
operate.
 
Strate’s business mindset is one of creating shared value through our business practices. We invest in capabilities to earn 

sustainable revenue that pays for our quality, high-capacity infrastructure and platforms to achieve our business model 
outcomes. We, therefore, charge appropriate margins to maintain and grow the business. This informs our financial mandate 
which does not focus on profit maximisation but rather on financial sustainability, which enables us to create sustained shared 
value. 

Our strategy centres on our five strategic imperatives, which guide our decision making and business activities to create 
sustained value creation in the short, medium and long term. Our strategic enablers are catalysts for delivering our strategy 
over the identified execution timeframes while we measure our strategic value drivers on an ongoing basis. 

The business has transitioned from a historical short-term, year-on-year budget- and project-driven focus to 
building a longer term view of the business.

(refer to page 61 for further detail on our strategic outlook).

Our business modelOur culture Our stakeholders

Our measurement of strategy execution and shared value creation in the short, medium and long term is 
linked to our strategic  imperatives, with close alignment to our purpose. 

(refer to page 35 for further detail on our performance against our strategy).

Serving the financial markets 

Our purpose Our strategic enablers

Our execution timeframes

Our strategic value drivers

Our strategic imperatives

 OUR VALUE CREATING STRATEGY

ET

CF

BS

DA

OE
Operational excellence & resilience - 
Highly efficient and resilient core 
services that meet our clients' needs

Digital platform adoption - 
Enable digital adoption of our solutions 
for the market 

High quality engaged talent -
Retaining and attracting talent to 
build high-performance teams

Long-term business sustainability -
Diversification through security, trade 
and issuer types

Client focus - 
Meeting clients’ needs through 
appropriate value propositions

ISSUERS

Collateral ServicesCSD Services Integration Services

Security types enabled:
- Equities
- Bonds
- Money markets
- Derivatives
- Participatory notes in
   collective investment
   schemes
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Digital access points

Data Services

Electronic record keeping
and maintenance

(Settlement/Asset Servicing)

Centralised, automated,
optimal collateral

management

Secure transmission of 
information

100% Dematerialisation Connectivity

LEI Provider

e-Voting

CSD Services
TCS BaNCS
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Clearstream
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Nasdaq
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Regulatory and Supervisory
 Services

Strate Supervision
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We have identified relevant strategic value drivers to measure our strategy execution 
and delivery of shared value creation. This is an evolution as we continue to refine 
and improve the coverage, accuracy, depth and consistency of these indicators and 
measures.

Performance against our strategy 

In delivering financial market infrastructure critical to the 
smooth functioning of the South African capital market, 
we have to maintain operational standards that uphold 
confidence in the country as an attractive investment 
destination. Operational excellence is an imperative in an 
environment that does not permit operational failure.

In achieving operational excellence, we focus on creating 
efficiencies through the best use of our available capitals. 
Close management and optimisation of costs is required 
to ensure our business remains sustainable while 
delivering on our stakeholder expectations.

Our human capital strategy is geared towards entrenching a high-
performance culture that drives shared value creation for our 
stakeholders and supports long-term business sustainability. Leaders, 
employees and teams are rewarded for their focus on our purpose of 
serving the financial markets and delivering on our strategic imperatives. 

We place a strong emphasis on developing and acquiring talent with the 
appropriate qualifications, expertise and interpersonal skills needed to 
support and enable our purpose and strategy – and then ensure they 
have access to ongoing skills and career development. 

Employee wellness, especially considering our current socio-economic 
challenges, is a principal concern and we have implemented a number 
of initiatives to facilitate this.

In line with our purpose of serving the financial market, 
we put clients at the centre of what we do. Due to the 
nature of our business, as first and foremost a CSD and 
financial market infrastructure, but also a central collateral 
platform and a provider of secure messaging and data 
services, we have many different touchpoints into the 
market and a varied range of clients who are solving 
for different types of challenges and requirements. We 
nurture these relationships by working in collaboration 
with clients to find solutions to their changing needs.

We have evolved in line with the needs of the markets and 
we have adapted our service offering in response to our 
client requirements to create efficiency and reduce risk 
within the ecosystem.

• Zero operational failures even during increased market volatility brought on by 
the disruption of the COVID-19 pandemic 

• Seamless transition to remote working 
• 7.5 million settlement transactions completed (2019: 7.3 million)
• Value of these settlements was R43 trillion (2019: R37 trillion)
• 94.6 million messages securely transmitted (2019: 88.9 million)
• Design of operational efficiency framework and implementation plan with 

regular reporting to the Executive Committee
• Over 80% of operational efficiency initiatives implemented relate to enhancing 

process quality
• Cost to income ratio of 70% (2019: 70%) which is a key measure of efficiency - 

within our targeted range
• Real cost efficiency saving of R32 million on a three-year rolling period based 

on average CPI growth for each year (2019: R27 million)
• Increased use of our collateral platform to enable efficient use of capital within 

the South African financial market

• 2020 was a year without precedent in which listening to our people and managing them 
with care and empathy was critical

• In our response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we moved swiftly to implement a holistic 
wellness model with a focus on physical, emotional, occupational, social, and intellectual 
wellbeing

• We have utilised two key tools within the business to measure culture and leadership 
diagnostics: the internationally-recognised Denison model of high performance and the 
Leadership Circle. We designed a Total Experience Framework to measure the effectiveness 
of our broader stakeholder engagements and to provide insights into our culture 

• We performed targeted remediation on the following cultural competencies, with scoring 
based on the Denison model. (The scores are the percentile benchmarked against the 
normative database)

         Overall increase in scoring for targeted culture competencies
• Supported a culture of learning and development through the launch of our flagship 

leadership development programmes
• Employee turnover of 9% (2019: 9%) - within our targeted range
• Alignment with diversity targets - gender and race in line with the revised Employment Equity 

plan for 2020 
• Alignment of organisational structure to enable strategy and business model
• Significant progress in transforming our senior leadership team  

• A clear shift in client focus with the appointment of service capability owners to 
drive the value propositions and adoption of our services 

• Significant increase in client engagement due to executive client-focused roles
• Clearly defined client value propositions for our service capabilities with 

ongoing client socialising 
• The design of our business-to-business client relationship model to increase 

client uptake of Strate’s services across market segments 
• 25 new clients onboarded in 2020 across service capabilities 

• Continued focus on operational delivery and business resilience 
• Optimise operational efficiencies 
• A value assessment framework is in the process of being designed to identify 

and measure the value derived from the implemented operational efficiencies 
• Ongoing investment into our high-capacity and quality infrastructures and 

platforms 

• Building a resilient workforce through employee wellness programmes as staff continue to 
deal with the physical, emotional and mental impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic 

• Continued focus on meaningful transformation in workforce composition 
• Deepening culture in the context of the new way of work
• Refining our fit-for-purpose remuneration model 
• Implementation of Total Experience Framework 

• Implementation of the business-to-business client relationship model 
• Design and roll out of a fit-for-purpose client experience survey with 

actionable remediation initiatives 

Overview:

Overview:
Overview:

Capital allocation:

Outlook

Unpacking our progress in 2020

Outlook

Unpacking our progress in 2020

Outlook

Unpacking our progress in 2020

Capital allocation:

Capital allocation:

Material matter:

Material matter:
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Strate has a mandate to achieve long-term financial sustainability rather than only maximising profitability and shareholder value. 

Our business model is designed to effectively service issuers for all security types across public and private markets, enabled by our digital platforms. While 
we operate at scale for our CSD and Integration services across equities, bonds and money market security types, our model is designed to accommodate all 
security, trade and issuer types providing us with the potential to diversify revenue streams. 

Societal focus:
Not only do we serve the financial markets, but as part of our shared value approach, we believe it is important to serve the communities that we work and 
live in through partnerships with organisations that make a tangible difference to socio-economic transformation, and ultimately South Africa’s progress, 
growth and success. This approach includes a deliberate transition from a tick-box approach to B-BBEE, to a commitment to meaningful transformation.

Environmental focus:
We recognise the harm caused by climate change and pollution, and although Strate is not a high-carbon emission business, we endeavour to minimise our 
carbon footprint while implementing environmentally-friendly measures across the organisation.

As a pioneer of digitisation in South Africa, Strate has employed 
digital innovation to integrate and connect critical players in 
the financial market ecosystem. Our innovative digital solutions 
have contributed to the integrity and trust in our markets, 
which ultimately supports market growth and the growth of the 
South African economy, thereby delivering shared value for all 
stakeholders.

Rapid market adoption of our digital infrastructure platforms at 
scale is necessary for Strate’s future sustainability.

Financial sustainability:
• EBIT margin of 30% (2019: 31%) which is a key indicator of sustainable margins - within our targeted range
• Strate is fully equity funded
• Design and implementation of our Strategic Financial Framework for measuring and monitoring financial sustainability  
• Review of the CSD Services' fee model with market engagement to follow
Refer to page 39 for the detailed financial performance
Business sustainability:
• Active key long-term innovation and growth initiatives that consider diversification across security, issuer and trade type 
• Thomas Murray Capital Market Infrastructure risk rating of AA- for South Africa of which Strate is a critical FMI and contributor 
• Robust compliance management processes – no penalties levied for the year 
Transformation:
Level 2 B-BBEE rating indicating strong commitment to transformation (2019: Level 3)
Environmental impact:
• Changing our offices to the MARC building in Sandton in 2019 was an opportunity to relocate to a 4-Star rating building.  We constructed an environment with a green star rating for 

interior design, with optimal energy and water consumption 
• Significant investment into our data centres and facilities to introduce energy-efficient technologies 
Societal impact:
• With various communities deeply impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, Strate employees pledged contributions to charities under our “do good” campaign, which was matched 

by Strate - R768,000 donated in total
• The Solidarity Fund is a country-wide initiative to help those in most need due to COVID-19 – Strate donated R1 million
• Through Strate Charity Shares, Strate played a key role in the value chain that provided funds to children in need through related charitable organisations  
Refer to the Social Responsibility and Impact report for further information 

• Collateral Services: 26 active clients at the end of the year (2019: 23) – 13% growth
• Collateral Services: R31.3 billion average assets under management (2019: R25.7 

billion) – 23% growth 
• CSD Services: 816 active clients at the end of the year (2019: 799) – 2% growth
• CSD Services: R12.8 trillion assets under safekeeping (2019: R12.5 trillion) – 2% 

growth
• CSD Services: 95.13% equities dematerialisation coverage (2019: 94.28%) – 0.85% 

increase

Financial sustainability:
• Continue to embed the principles of our Strategic Financial Framework 
• Market consultation on the CSD Services' fee model 
Diversification:
• Continued strategic focus on innovation and growth initiatives 
• Define and drive our data strategy
Transformation:
• Maintain a Level 2 B-BBEE rating
Environmental impact:
• Develop a sustainability framework that aligns to the prioritised sustainable development goals
• Additional work is needed to understand our responsibility as a green employer in terms of our carbon and water footprint with full consideration of climate change and our 

potential management actions
Societal impact:
• We will continue to do good through our involvement with communities across South Africa

• Drive our Digital Issuer strategy 
• Enable digital adoption of our e-Voting and Collateral Services capabilities 

Overview: Overview:

Capital allocation:

Outlook

Unpacking our progress in 2020

Outlook

Unpacking our progress in 2020
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Financial highlights
2020 was defined by the COVID-19 global pandemic - an 
unprecedented worldwide contagion with material impact 
on individuals, businesses, societies and countries. Financial 
markets were turbulent and volatile, especially during the 
first half of the year, with record trading volumes that were 
amplified by the sovereign credit rating downgrades, South 
Africa’s exit from the World Government Bond Index and 
rand volatility. 

Strate’s primary focus since the onset of the pandemic has 
been on ensuring the health and safety of our employees and 
clients, continued operational delivery, digital infrastructure 
and platform stability, supporting and providing assurance 
to our clients in terms of delivery of our core services and 
closely managing liquidity, capital and discretionary costs. 
Insightful scenario analysis was performed to assess the 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business model 
and value drivers, with business actions identified for each 
of the scenarios. Despite the tough trading conditions 
the business has faced over the past year, Strate’s core 
business remains stable. Strate has demonstrated its 
resilience and agility in a persistently challenging trading 
environment. During the year, the shareholders and Board 
agreed that our financial mandate has a primary focus on 
financial sustainability rather than profit maximisation. We 
subsequently developed our Strategic Financial Framework 
that effectively and efficiently manages our financial capitals 
with agreed measures for financial success. 

Notwithstanding the strained economic context, Strate 
delivered a solid set of results for the year ended 31 December 
2020. Strate demonstrated strong financial resilience with

Revenue 
Strate delivered record revenue performance for the first 
half of the year. However, this tapered off in the latter part 
of the year due to muted trading activity. Overall, revenue 
increased by 6% to R493 million (2019: R466 million). 

Revenue is generated from our three service capabilities, 
namely CSD Services, Integration and Data Services and 
Collateral Services. The revenue mix between the service 
capabilities is illustrated in the graph to the right. 

Based on the revenue journey over the past five years, we 
have observed a 3% compounded annual revenue growth 
rate, mainly driven by historical fee increases and some 
market growth.

77% of our revenue is derived from the equities market, which 
has shown 2% growth based on assets under safekeeping 
over the past five-year period. Assets under safekeeping for 
the fixed income market has grown by 48% for the same 
period, however this only constitutes 23% of revenue.

Total assets under safekeeping as at 31 December 2020 was 
R12.6 trillion. 

The graph to the right indicates our assets under safekeeping 
per security types for the past five years. 
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CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S REVIEW

R ’millions Actual 2020 Actual 2019

Revenue 493 466

Other income 0.4 0.7

Total income 493 467

Operating expenditure 345 327

Personnel expenditure 160 140

IT expenditure 101 94

Depreciation and amortisation 41 39

Other expenditure 43 54

Operating profit 148 140

Net finance income 16 23

Finance income 22 28

Finance costs (6) (5)

Profit before tax 164 163

Tax (43) (45)

Net profit after tax 
(excl. special purpose reserve fund 
transactions)

121 118

Our revenues are variable and largely driven by the trading activity of the various markets within which we operate. The key 
revenue drivers that we monitor relate to settlement activity, issuer activity, fixed income assets under safekeeping, collateral 
activity and messaging activity. The year-on-year movement in our key revenue drivers was as follows:

13% decrease in 
equity off-market 

settlements

13% increase 
in equity values 

traded 

28% decrease in 
equity corporate 

action events 

6% increase in 
messages securely 

transmitted 

23% increase in 
average collateral 

assets under 
management 

9% increase in 
fixed income 
assets under 
safekeeping 

8% increase in 
bonds capital 

events 

14% increase in 
equity on-market 

settlements 

CSD Services
Collateral Services

Integration and Data Services 

1%

7%

92%

Sameera Dada
Chief Financial Officer

net profit after tax (excluding special purpose reserve fund 
transactions) 3% ahead of the prior year. Due to the increase 
in trading activity in the first half of the year, revenue was 
6% ahead of prior year with costs well managed. Strate 
continues to be strongly cash generative, with net cash 
inflows from operations of R169 million (2019: R156 million). 
Strate’s balance sheet remains strong with sufficient capital 
and liquidity. 

Income statement performance

Summarised income statement (excluding 
special purpose reserve fund transactions)
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In the first half of the year there was a significant increase 
in trade flow activity mainly due to market volatility 
from COVID-19 sentiment, resulting in increased trading 
volumes and values. Off-market settlements were down 
as the full impact of Moody’s sovereign credit rating 
downgrade became apparent as foreign investors adopted 
a conservative investment mindset. Fixed income assets 
under safekeeping mainly increased due to growth in the 
bonds market. 

Issuers were under pressure due to supply chain disruptions, 
labour supply reduction, uncertainty impacting consumer 
and business decision making and sector lockdowns. This 
has resulted in the withdrawal or postponement of equities 
corporate action events and a preference for holding cash 
and liquidity. Increases in bonds issuer activity was largely 
driven by capital raising in line with business strategy and 
need.

The increase in average collateral assets under management 
was driven by new client onboarding and the increased use 
of the platform. 

Operating expenditure  
The cost base is predominantly fixed, driven by the 
significant investment required to build, maintain and run 
high-capacity, quality digital platforms and the governance 
costs in terms of Strate’s licence and the role it plays in the 
South African financial markets.
 
Strate continued to focus on cost optimisation and 
management practices, with total operating expenditure 
for the year increasing by 6% to R345 million. Personnel 
expenses increased by 14% due to previously capitalised 
salaries, which are now being expensed. IT expenses 
increased by 7% as a result of an increase in cyber security 
spend and unforeseen general expenditure in response to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. An increase in depreciation and 
amortisation was due to BaNCS Equities and e-Voting going 
live in December 2019.   A 20% decrease in other expenditure 
was largely driven by reduced consulting fees, travel and 
marketing functions and events.
 
The expenditure journey over the past five years has seen 
a compounded annual growth rate of 2.8% compared to 
an average CPI of 5% for the same period. This highlights 
good cost containment activities. The average cost to 
income ratio for the period is 72%, with the current ratio 
at 70%. Our EBIT margin for 2020 has remained consistent 
with prior year at 30%. These ratios are within our financial 

sustainability targeted ranges. 

Statement of financial position
The statement of financial position shows the position of 
the group’s assets, liabilities and equity as at 31 December. It 
reflects what the group owns, owes and equity attributable 
to shareholders. 

Strate is a self-funding business with funding derived 
from internally generated and retained earnings. We 
remain fully funded through equity and are satisfied that 
this is appropriate in the short to medium term. Strate is 
sufficiently capitalised with appropriate levels of liquidity. 

Return on equity (ROE) is a key measure of financial 
performance as it combines all our crucial drivers, including 
earnings growth and capital utilisation, into a single metric. 
The ROE for the year was 17% (2019: 18.5%).

Strate remains strongly cash generative with net cash from 
operating activities of R169 million (2019: R156 million). 

Cash and cash equivalents on hand at 31 December 2020 
amounted to R511 million. Financing activities relates to 
the dividend, which was paid in March 2020, and IFRS 16 
lease payments. Investment activities includes capital 

expenditure, a loan advanced to ASISA in terms of our 
transformation strategy and proceeds from the sale of 
assets. 

Total restricted cash as at 31 December 2020 is R203 million 
and is made up of regulatory capital (R177 million), LTI 
commitments (R17 million) and special purpose reserve 
fund reserves (R9 million). Surplus cash is invested in 
a corporate money market fund in line with Strate’s 
Investment Policy.

Outlook 
As we continue to navigate the COVID-19 pandemic and its 
effects, we have prioritised looking after our employees, 
clients and broader stakeholder community. The business 
remains focused on maintaining operational excellence 
and business resilience while adapting to the new reality 
and working environment. However, there will be a 
more external focus as we support clients with adopting 
our existing and new digital platforms and solutions. 
With limited growth expected from our mature service 
capabilities, diversification initiatives are imperative 
across security, issuer and trade types. We will continue 
our efforts around cost management and will prioritise 
creating operational efficiencies in our business activities 
and processes. This will be balanced with the appropriate 
investments in technology and adhering to regulatory and 
compliance requirements.  

Strate remains committed to executing on its strategic 
mandate and achieving its strategic imperatives while 
supporting the market rebuild and recovery from the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Acknowledgements
2020 can definitely be described as unprecedented where 
the unlikely became likely. I would like to thank our 
stakeholders for their support and commitment to working 
together to navigate this context. I thank my colleagues 
on the Board and the Executive Committee for their 
commitment and guidance during this challenging year. I 
acknowledge my finance team for their ongoing dedication, 
hard work and resilience – we are only as successful as the 
collective.

Sameera Dada
Chief Financial Officer

Note:

The summarised financial statements included in this 
review do not reflect all the information and disclosures 
required in the consolidated and separate annual financial 
statements, and should be read in conjunction with the 
Group’s audited consolidated and separate annual financial 
statements as at 31 December 2020. These summarised 
financial statements have not been audited by Ernst & Young 
Inc. Their unqualified audit opinion on the full consolidated 
and separate annual financial statements is available from 
the company secretary at the Company’s registered offices.   
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R ’millions Actual 2020 Actual 2019

Assets
Non-current assets

PPE 25 31

Intangible assets 187 209

Right of use of asset 47 52

Loan and receivables 4 3

Current assets
Trade and other receivables 79 71

Cash and cash equivalents 511 414

Total assets 853 780
Equity and liabilities 

Owners' equity 716 661

Non-current liabilities 16 23

Deferred tax 21 13

Lease liability 54 55

Employee benefits 3 3

Current liabilities 
Trade and other payables 16 21

Provisions 9 9

Employee benefits 34 18

Total equity and liabilities 853 780
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Cash flow view
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OUR GOVERNANCE

The Board and Executive Committee provide effective 
leadership by way of high ethical standards and business 
integrity. Good governance is linked to the company’s 
philosophy, which incorporates its purpose, vision and 
values. Good governance is at the heart of our purpose of 
serving the financial markets through trust, responsibility, 
transparency, accountability and strategic focus. 

High corporate governance standards at Strate contribute to 
the ongoing sustainability of the company, enhancing long-
term shared value creation and ensuring that stakeholders 
benefit from Strate’s continued business success.

The Board is ultimately responsible for ensuring that sound 

corporate governance is achieved by adhering to the 
highest ethical standards and always acting transparently 
in the interests of all Strate’s stakeholders.

The focus of the Board is on Strate’s strategy development 
and execution with adequate independence and agility, 
while providing skills and experience in the oversight of key 
functional areas.

Governance extends beyond compliance with codes, 
legislation and regulations. Corporate governance 
processes are continually reviewed, and improved upon, to 
align with internal requirements and to ensure adherence 
to legislation, regulation and best governance practices.

Our Board Committees 

Governance overview Our Board of Directors

The Board has five permanent committees to assist in the execution of its responsibilities. 
• Audit and Risk Committee
• Remuneration, Nominations and Social & Ethics Committee
• Participant Failure Committee
• Urgent Issues Committee
• Regulatory and Supervisory Committee

Age

Board tenure

Legend: 

61

Independent

BCom (Hons), CA(SA), MBL (Unisa)

Nigel Payne

19 Years

45

BSocSci Philosophy, PGDip Management (UCT)

8 Years

Chris Edwards

56

BASocSci (Swaziland), MSc Economic Policy and Analysis 
(Addis Ababa), Professional Certificates (Harvard)  

4 Years

Elias Masilela

44

BCom (Hons), CA(SA)

5 Years

Charl Bruyns

54

BCom (University of Natal) 

12 Years

Murray Stocks

Non-executive 
(alternate)

51

BCom (Hons) Financial Management (University of 
Pretoria), MCom Finance (cum laude) (Unisa) 

Executive

2 Years 7 months

André Nortjé

65

BProc, LLM (UCT)

7 Years

Keith Getz

48

CA(SA) MCom (Tax) (UKZN)

10 Years

Daisy Naidoo

60

BAcc (Wits), CA(SA)

8 Years

Ryan Proudfoot

70

BSc (Hons) Computer Science (Edinburgh, Scotland), 
Fellow (South African Institute of Financial Markets) 

4 Years

Stuart Yates

35

BCom (Hons), CA(SA), MCom Accounting (Wits)

1 Year 9 months

Sameera Dada

50

BSc (Mathematics, Chemistry), PhD (Chemistry), (UCT)

4 Years

Alicia Greenwood

52

BA (RAU), BA(Hons)(cum laude) (Unisa), MCom(UJ), 
PhD Economic and Financial Science (UJ)

1 Year 5 months

Leila Fourie

45

Financial Derivatives and Regulations, Securities Institute 
Certificate (UK) ) 

10 Years

Marilyn Ramplin

Audit and Risk Committee

Urgent Issues Committee

Chairman 
D Naidoo

Chairman 
NG Payne

Number of meetings
4

Number of meetings
2

Number of meetings
9

Number of meetings
9

Number of meetings
2

Attendance
100%

Attendance
100%

Attendance
96%

Attendance
100%

Attendance
100%

Members 
S Yates 
C Edwards
E Masilela*
*  Appointed effective 26 November 2020 to replace M 

Ramplin who resigned on the same day

Members 
D Naidoo
A Nortjé

Remuneration, Nominations and 
Social & Ethics Committee

Regulatory and Supervisory 
Committee

Chairman
K Getz* 

Chairman
NG Payne 

Members
NG Payne 
A Greenwood
*Appointed effective 26 November 2020 to replace M 

Ramplin who resigned on the same day and was the 

previous chairman

Members
K Getz
E Masilela 
S Yates 

M Stocks

Participant Failure Committee

Chairman
NG Payne 

Members
D Naidoo 
E Masilela 
A Nortjé

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Executive

Non-executive

Non-executiveNon-executiveNon-executive

Non-executive 
(alternate)
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Board composition 
The company has a unitary Board of twelve directors, made up of ten non-executive directors and two executive directors. 
Of the non-executive directors, six are independent. In terms of Strate’s Memorandum of Incorporation, the shareholders 
appoint the four non-executive directors directly to the Board. The shareholders also appoint the two alternate directors. 

Subsequent to year-end, Ms Ramplin has resigned effective 
31 March 2021 due to other professional commitments. 
A search to replace Ms Ramplin, as well as a review of the 
existing board composition, is underway and this process 
is expected to be completed by the time of the AGM.
  
Mr  Payne  was  unanimously  re-appointed,  with  effect  
from  20 May 2020, as chairman of the Board for a further 
one-year period. The chairman is subject to annual re-
appointment in terms of the provisions of the Memorandum 
of Incorporation.

In terms of practice number 35 of principle 6 of King IVTM, 
in order to determine whether the chairperson is able to 
perform the duties of this office effectively, the chairperson,   
and governing body, should determine the number of 
outside professional positions that the  chairperson is  
allowed  to hold, taking into account the relative size and 
complexity of the organisations involved. The Board has not 
formally documented the number of outside professional 
positions that the chairman can hold, but the Board is 
satisfied that Mr Payne has sufficient capacity to perform 
the duties of Strate Chairman effectively.

The roles of chairman and CEO are separate and clearly defined. 
This  division  of  responsibilities  ensures  a  balance  of authority 
and power. The Board conduct is such that no individual director 
has unrestricted decision-making authority.

Diversity
Effective oversight and decision making require a range 
of perspectives. The Board recognises and embraces the 
benefits of having a diverse Board. The Board is committed 
to ensuring a diverse and inclusive culture at board level 
where directors believe that their views are heard and their 
concerns are attended to free from bias, discrimination and 
harassment. 

Race, age and gender diversity, underpinned by relevant 
skills, and business, geographic and professional experience, 
enhance the composition of a truly diverse board. All Board 
appointments are made on merit, having due regard to the 
benefits of diversity in its widest sense. During 2020, the 
Board set a target of 30% representation of women and a 
race-diversity target of a minimum representation of 50% 
black directors. Measures are being considered to meet 
these targets.

Director independence 
Independence is assessed annually by requesting directors 
to complete an independence questionnaire based on 
the King IVTM  requirements.  In  addition   to   assessing   
independence  at director level, the questionnaire assesses 
the classification of directors on the Audit and Risk 
Committee and the Regulatory and Supervisory Committee.

The Remuneration, Nominations and Social & Ethics 
Committee reviewed the completed questionnaires 
and recommended to the Board that six  non-executive  
directors be classified as independent. The Board was 
satisfied that all its independent non-executive directors 
met its independence criteria for the 2020 financial year.

The chairman of the Board is considered independent.  Mr K 
Getz was appointed as the lead independent non-executive 
director in 2016 to provide leadership and advice to the 
Board in instances when  the  chairman  is  not  independent  
or has actual or perceived conflicts of interest and for 
chairing Board meetings in the absence of the chairman. Mr 
Getz is responsible for leading the process of the evaluation 
of the chairman, assisted by the company secretary, where 
the evaluation is internally facilitated.

For those directors who have served for longer than nine 
years, the  Board considered the following matters in 
reaching the conclusion that those directors remained 
independent:

• Whether their participation and performance had been 
satisfactory for the past year

• Whether they had always acted independently
• Whether there were any relationships, circumstances 

or factors that may impair their judgement or 
independence of character for the ensuing year

Board appointments 
Directors are appointed by the Board in a formal and 
transparent manner. The Board is in the process of adopting 
a renewed Board Appointment Policy, which includes the 
promotion of broader diversity at board level. 

The Remuneration, Nominations and Social & Ethics 
Committee considers candidates and nominates individuals 
for appointment as directors to the Board and submits them 
to the shareholders for approval. 

All independent non-executive directors are required to 
retire by rotation at the AGM and may offer themselves 
for re-election. The performance of all directors standing 
for election at the 2020 AGM was considered and their 
re-election supported. Non-executive directors are not 
required to retire by rotation at the AGM as they are 
appointed directly to the board by the relevant shareholders 
in terms of Strate’s Memorandum of Incorporation. 

Director induction and 
development
Newly-appointed directors participate in an induction 
programme during which they are introduced to key 
management. They receive a personalised, electronic 
induction pack containing various documentation. 
Among other things, this pack includes the Board Charter 
and committee terms of reference, the company’s code 
of conduct, statutory information, minutes of previous 
meetings and the most recent annual integrated report and 
annual financial statements.

Strate is conscious of, and continually addresses, the need 
for industry-related training, but believes that general  
director knowledge is the responsibility of each director.  
Where a director requires further specific business training, 
this will be provided on request.

8.33% - 1 ACI male

8.33% 

50%25%

16.67%

2 Executive directors

16.67% - 2 White female 6 Independent non-executive directors

25% - 3 ACI female 4 Non-executive directors 

50% - 8 White male

Total directors
12

Board demographics (excluding alternate directors)

Board age distribution (excluding alternate directors)

Executive and non-executive directors (excluding alternate 

directors)

Tenure of non-executive directors (excluding alternate 
directors)

1

5

33

30 - 40 years 0 - 5 years 6 - 10 years 10 - 20 years41 - 50 years 51 - 60 years 61 - 70 years

5

2

3
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As part of the directors’ ongoing development, relevant 
information is regularly circulated to them, either as part 
of meeting documentation or on an ad hoc basis between 
meetings. Directors  are invited to attend dedicated  training 
sessions that coincide with certain Board and Regulatory 
and Supervisory Committee meetings.

During 2021, we intend to revise and formalise our director 
training programme. We believe that ongoing training and 
development are an important contributor to an effective 
Board. 

Board charter and delegation of 
authority 
The Financial Markets Act places specific obligations and 
restrictions on the activities of Strate as a recognised and 
licensed financial market infrastructure.  To ensure that 
the requirements of the Act are met, the Memorandum of 
Incorporation reserves certain rights to the shareholders. 
The shareholders, in turn, have empowered the Board to 
operate within a documented Board Charter with a further 
Delegation of Authority to management.  

The Board is satisfied that the delegation of authority policy 
provides an approval framework that is clear and effective 
and ensures that the company is optimally managed. The 
Board delegates the running of the day-to-day affairs of 
the company to the CEO, who may delegate some of these 
powers. The Board reviews the delegation of authority 
policy at least biennially or more often, if required. 

The Board Charter describes the policies and procedures 
of the Board for matters such as corporate governance, 
matters that are reserved for the Board, composition 
of the Board, roles and responsibilities, Board meeting 
documentation and procedures, director remuneration 
and other related matters. The Board is satisfied that it has 
fulfilled its responsibilities in accordance with its Board 
Charter for the reporting period.
 

Board meetings
The Board is required to meet a minimum of four times a 
year or more frequently where necessary. For the reporting 
period, the Board held its four quarterly meetings and an 
additional  two special meetings. 

The Board uses its meetings to discharge its governance 
and regulatory responsibilities. Meeting agendas are 
formal and follow a tailored work plan agreed ahead of 

each meeting by the chairman, chief executive officer 
and the company secretary. Meeting agendas comprise 
management reports on matters of strategy, operational 
and financial performance, risks and opportunity, 
governance, compliance and legal matters, and matters 
otherwise reserved for Board decision making.

Directors have access to all company information and are 
entitled to obtain independent professional advice at the 
company’s expense, after consulting the chairman. Non- 
executive directors have direct access to the Executive 
Committee and may meet with committee members 
independently.

A strategic planning day is usually held annually between 
the Executive Committee and the Board. Strate’s core 
purpose, risks and opportunities, financial performance and 
sustainable development form part of the deliberations. A 
strategy day was held in October 2020.

Key focus areas considered by the Board during 2020 were:

• Strate’s resilience framework - COVID-19 and the 
impact on business resilience   

• Strate’s strategic state of the nation  - Strate’s business 
model, strategic imperatives, financial sustainability 
mandate and baselined risk profile 

• Long-term business plans with value propositions 
and realistic go-to-market strategies for CSD Services, 
Collateral Services and Integration Services 

• Strate’s Strategic Financial Framework 
• Shape of the cost base and fee model approach 
• The 2021 budget 
• Strategic performance against identified objectives 

Key focus areas identified for 2021 are:

• Continued business resilience 
• Strategic performance against identified objectives 
• Review and assess growth and innovation initiatives 
• A fit-for-purpose board and governance framework 
• Establish an action plan to address areas identified in 

the external Board evaluation that require attention

King IVTM

The Board embraces the principles of King IVTM and believes 
that focusing on good governance outcomes supports strategy 
development, execution and value creation against Strate’s 
purpose of serving the financial markets. A detailed assessment 
of the King IVTM principles and the recommended practices was 
performed during 2020. The Board is satisfied that Strate has 
substantially applied the requisite King IVTM principles during 
2020. Refer to Strate’s application register which is available on 
our website.

Board, committees and director 
evaluation 
The Board undertakes an annual series of assessments 
on the effectiveness of the Board, committees and the 
individual contributions of directors, over a three-year cycle. 
This contributes to assessing the effective discharge of the 
Board’s duties and responsibilities to grow and protect 
value for our stakeholders. 

An externally-facilitated board evaluation was performed 
during the last quarter of 2020 with the results to be 
presented at the March 2021 Board meeting. The process 
focused on themes related to general board governance, 
board composition, board culture and meeting dynamics, 
as well as relevant board materials and information. 

The evaluations of the  committees were formal, internally 
facilitated and performed by the chairman, with the 
assistance of the company secretary. The committee 
evaluations included reviews of the committee’s 
performance, chairperson’s effectiveness and overall 
meeting documentation and procedures. The evaluations 
found no significant matters or material concerns in respect 
of the committees’ performance and the Board is satisfied 
that the committees are functioning effectively, and that 
the evaluation process improves the performance and 
effectiveness of the committees.

Conflicts of interest  
Board Notice 1 of 2015 issued by the Registrar in terms 
of the Financial Markets Act requires Strate to establish 
appropriate and effective internal governance processes to 
identify potential, perceived or actual conflicts of interest 
between its regulatory functions and its commercial 
services. This is primarily achieved through the Regulatory 
and Supervisory Committee that oversees the supervisory 
responsibilities of Strate.

Additionally, Strate has in place clear guidelines to deal 
with  conflicts  of  interest  that apply  to  all  directors and 
employees. Directors are required to declare their interests 
at least annually.  They are further expected to avoid any  
situation where they may have a direct or indirect interest 
that conflicts with the company’s interests. Directors 
disclose their standing conflicts of interest at every meeting. 
Directors present an updated list of their directorships and 
interests to the Board on at least an annual basis, or more 
often should a director’s directorships have changed.

Where a matter for consideration at a meeting is likely to 
give rise to a conflict of interest or a potential conflict of 
interest,    a confidential section is included at the end of the 
agenda. Directors with a conflict of interest are required to 
recuse themselves from the meeting at the time the matter 
is discussed.

Based on the declarations made by each director, no 
director had a material interest in any transactions with 
the company during the financial period, other than the 
interests disclosed in the AFS, all of which are considered 
arm’s length.

Code of conduct
The Board, assisted by the Remuneration, Nominations 
and Social & Ethics Committee, oversees the governance 
of ethics, which is detailed in our Code of Conduct. Strate’s 
Code of Conduct provides a basic framework and guidelines 
on behaviour and business conduct that is consistent 
with Strate’s values and corporate behaviours. The code 
applies to all directors, Strate employees and contractors. 
In addition to being bound by the Code of Conduct, all 
company directors are required, on appointment, to make 
a declaration that they consider themselves to be fit and 
proper to be appointed as a Strate director. This declaration 
is  a requirement of the Financial Sector Conduct Authority 
and is required to be refreshed each year. The Code of 
Conduct is published on the company’s intranet site but not 
on the website.

In support of the Code of Conduct, and to provide employees 
with an appropriate channel through which they can safely 
raise concerns should they have a genuine belief that there 
is any unlawful or irregular conduct within Strate, a formal 
Whistleblowing Policy has been established with supporting 
procedures. Strate encourages all employees to report 
matters responsibly, in accordance with the procedures 
laid down in this policy, should the need arise. No instances 
requiring action under Strate’s whistleblowing programme 
were raised or identified during the period under review.

97.2%

Board meeting attendance

Total number of meetings 6
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In terms of the Strate Rules, if a matter of dispute between 
Strate and one of its licensed CSD Participants or Strate 
and one of the issuers is not resolved, it shall be escalated 
to the Ombud as set out in the Financial Sector Regulation 
Act. There have been no instances that have required this 
intervention during the period under review.

Prescribed officers 
Only executive directors and, where applicable, their 
alternates, are viewed as prescribed officers of the 
company.

Directors’ and officers’ 
insurance 
Directors' and officers' liability is significantly limited 
under the FMA. Notwithstanding, they enjoy the benefit 
of liability insurance funded by the company to cover 
instances where they could be held personally liable to 
the company in cases of negligence, default or a breach 
of duty or trust. The cover excludes liability resulting from 
criminal, reckless or fraudulent behaviour. The level of 
cover is reviewed annually to ensure that it is appropriate.

Company secretary
A permanent company secretary, Karen Goldstone-
Hoffman, was appointed by the Board with effect from 1 
March 2020 in place of Elva Price. Ms Goldstone-Hoffman 
resigned as company secretary with effect from 11 
September 2020 and Ms Price was re-appointed company 
secretary on a temporary, part-time basis. 

The Board is satisfied that an arm’s-length relationship 
was maintained between the Board and Ms Price and 
Ms Goldstone-Hoffman during the period under review. 
Neither Ms Price nor Ms Goldstone-Hoffman were directors 
of any group company during the period under review. 

The Board is satisfied that Ms Price is suitably qualified 
and has the necessary skills, experience and knowledge to 
perform her duties as set out in section 88 of the Companies 
Act. A recruitment process is underway to appoint a full-
time company secretary.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE 
REPORT
The Audit and Risk Committee presents its report for the 
financial year ended 31 December 2020. 

Meeting frequency and 
composition 
The committee meets at least four times a year. At the date 
of this report, the committee consists of three independent 
non-executive directors and one non-executive director. 
Strate complies with the statutory requirements of the 
Companies Act, but it is noted that King IV requires all 
members to be independent non-executive directors. This 
is under consideration as part of the Board composition 
review initiative. 

The Board is comfortable that it complies with the minimum 
requirements, with the composition of the committee, at 
the date of this report, as follows:
• Ms D Naidoo – Chairman – independent non-executive
• Mr E Masilela – independent non-executive (appointed 

with effect from 26 November 2020 to replace Ms 
Ramplin who resigned from this committee on the 
same day)

• Mr S Yates – independent non-executive
• Mr C E Edwards –non-executive

The chairman of the Board, CEO, CFO, head of Risk, Legal and 
Governance, head of Technology and Data Management, 
head of Operations and Change and the external and 
internal auditors all attend the committee meetings by 
invitation. The FSCA, PA and all non-executive directors 
have standing invitations to attend this committee’s 
meetings. The company secretary attends and minutes 
all meetings. Meeting invitees do not have a vote on any 
matter considered by the committee.
 
At the next company AGM to be held on 28 June 2021, 
shareholders will be required, in terms of the Companies 
Act, to approve the committee’s members who will serve 
until the next AGM in 2022.

Role, purpose and principal 
function
The committee is an important element of the Board’s 
monitoring and control system. It makes recommendations for 
Board approval on all responsibilities that the Board delegates 
to it, as well as those imposed by the Companies Act.

The committee operated within the written terms of reference 
during the year under review. The terms of reference were 
reviewed and updated during the year and approved by the 
Board. The terms of reference are reviewed and updated 
annually. 

In addition to the above, the committee focused on the following 
key areas during 2020:

• Business resilience and operational delivery considering the 
impact of COVID-19

• Consideration of the CEO/CFO Responsibility Statement for 
the annual financial statements 

• Implementation of an Internal Financial Control Framework 
• Data and data privacy governance 
• Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA) application 

and implementation
• Governance approval process for any new business that 

may fall under section 30 or 61 of the FMA
• Strate’s Recovery Plan
• Risks and mitigation actions in relation to the Clearstream 

contract

For 2021 key focus areas will be:
• Business and financial sustainability
• Progress on digital platform adoption initiatives
• Business resilience and operational delivery
• Cyber security
• Continuous oversight over business risks and opportunities

The committee is satisfied that it has fulfilled its responsibilities during the year in accordance with its terms of reference and has complied 
with its statutory and regulatory responsibilities for the period under review, as follows:

Financial statements / 
Integrated Report

Review all financial reports

Have regard for factors and risks 
that may impact on the integrity of 

the integrated report

Provide comment on the annual 
financial statements relating to 
the accounting practices and 

the effectiveness of the internal 
financial controls

Review and recommend to the 
Board for approval the annual 
integrated report and annual 

financial statements

Nominate independent auditors for 
appointment by the shareholders 

Approve external audit fees

Responsible for the appointment, 
performance review and 

assessment of the internal audit 
function

Approve the annual internal audit 
plan

Assess key matters arising out of 
the audit process

Ensure that internal audit provides 
an annual written assessment of 
the effectiveness of the internal 

systems of control and the 
adequacy of the risk management 

process

Ensure that a combined assurance 
model is applied to provide a 
co-ordinated approach to all 

assurance activities

Obtain assurance on internal 
controls over financial, operational 

and compliance issues

Monitor and oversee the 
management of all risks relevant 

to Strate

Ensure that Strate governs 
technology and information in a 
way that supports it achieving its 

strategy

Consider and recommend for 
approval by the Board, new 
business opportunities by 

assessing business plans submitted 
by management

Annual review of the Risk function 
considering the appropriateness 

and expertise of the team

Consider the appropriateness and 
expertise of the CFO

Annual review of the Finance 
function considering the 

appropriateness and expertise of 
the team

Review and recommend to the 
Board the approval of the annual 

budget

External and internal 
audit

Internal controls and risk 
management

Finance function
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Combined assurance
The objectives of Combined Assurance are clear – to ensure 
that the right levels of assurance are obtained in the right 
areas, from the right resources in the most cost-effective 
way. Risk management remains the cornerstone of this 
process, helping to align control evaluation approaches and 
effort throughout the organisation in a way that achieves 
optimum clarity on risk and audit while supporting the 
integrity of external reporting. 

At Strate, a Combined Assurance Forum comprising 
internal audit, external audit, the CFO, the head of 
Technology and Data Management and the head of Risk, 
Legal and Governance has been established. This Forum 
facilitates an integrated view of all assurance activities 
across the “four lines of defence” that have been defined 
for the entire organisation. Assurance activity is designed 
to cover all functional areas of the organisation including 
risk management, stakeholder engagement, technology, 
remuneration, governance, supervision and compliance.

Internal auditors
The internal audit function at Strate has been fully 
outsourced to PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. (PwC) with 
effect from the beginning of 2020. This followed a period 
where Strate had employed a co-sourcing model where 
the Risk Management department performed certain of the 
operational reviews, and where the capability did not exist, 
or where specific third line independence was important, 
PwC would be utilised. The risk management function 
provided training throughout the organisation in 2020 to 
more fully entrench the four lines of defence model that 
Strate has adopted.

In 2020, PwC was responsible for reviewing and providing 
assurance on the adequacy of the internal control 
environment in accordance with an agreed internal audit 
plan. The engagement partner of PwC was responsible 
for reporting the findings of the internal audit work to the 
committee.

PwC has unrestricted access to the committee and its 
chairman. This ensures its independence is in no way 
impaired. PwC can address the committee at each meeting 
without the presence of management.

The independence, effectiveness, performance and 
expertise of the internal audit function is evaluated by 
the Audit and Risk Committee on an annual basis. PwC 
is  required to provide Strate with evidence of its external 

Quality Assurance Review for the internal audit services 
it provides. The standard recommends a review every 
five years with the most recent of these having been 
conducted, and evidenced, in 2017. The individual audit 
staff are members of various institutes and, through the 
Combined Assurance Forum, confirmation is obtained that 
their membership is in good standing for the period during 
which they have provided services to Strate. 

The 2020 review has highlighted no concerns and PwC has 
been re-appointed for the 2021 financial year.

External auditors
Ernst & Young were first appointed as external auditors to 
Strate on 27 March 2018, with the designated registered 
auditor, Mr Warren Kinnear, appointed with effect from the 
same date. The committee is satisfied, after making due 
enquiries, that the external auditor remained independent 
of Strate and management during the period under review. 
The committee performs an annual effectiveness review 
of the external auditor and the committee was satisfied 
that the audit was of a high standard and remained 
independent. No non-audit services were provided by the 
external auditors during the period under review.

The external auditors have unrestricted access to the 
committee and its chairman. This ensures that their 
independence is in no way impaired. The external auditors 
can address the committee at each meeting without the 
presence of management.

At Strate’s AGM scheduled for 28 June 2021, shareholders 
will be asked to approve the re-appointment of Ernst & 
Young for the ensuing year and Mr Warren Kinnear as the 
designated partner.

Key audit matters
The committee considered and noted the Key Audit 
Matter contained in the external audit report. This related 
to revenue recognition on ad valorem fees due to the 
significance of the balance, the reliance on IT systems 
to calculate the revenue and the completeness of data 
received from third parties for the calculation of ad 
valorem fees. The audit team performed both control and 
substantive testing to address the item.

Annual integrated report and the 
annual financial statements
The committee reviewed the 2020 Strate annual integrated 
report and annual financial statements and considered 
factors and risks that may impact on the integrity of the 
report and financial statements.

The committee agreed that, as in the past, the non-financial 
reporting in the 2020 annual integrated report need not be 
independently assured. The committee recommended the 
annual integrated report and annual financial statements 
to the Board for approval.

Effectiveness of internal controls
Strate aims to maintain a high standard of internal control. 
After due consideration of information, explanations by 
management and combined assurance, and discussions 
with both internal and external audit on the results of their 
audits, the committee is of the opinion that Strate’s system 
of internal controls is effective.

Specifically, in relation to the internal financial controls, 
Strate has elected to voluntarily adopt the JSE Listing 
Requirement 3.84(k) in terms of which the CEO and CFO 
have signed a responsibility statement in the Company’s 
annual financial statements for the year ended 31 December 
2020 that they have implemented the necessary internal 
financial controls to ensure the financial statements are 
fairly presented and no facts have been omitted or untrue 
statements were made.

CFO and finance function
During the period under review, the committee considered 
the expertise and experience of the CFO. The committee 
is satisfied that the CFO and the Finance team have the 
required skills, experience and knowledge to perform their 
duties.

Going concern
The going concern assumption was reviewed by 
management during the year. The committee reviewed 
documentation supporting management’s assumption and 
recommended to the Board the approval of the assessment.

Risk management
The Board has assigned oversight of Strate’s risk 
management function to this committee. It fulfils an 

oversight role regarding the:
• Adequacy of the nature, intent and effectiveness of the 

risk and control infrastructure
• Development and maintenance of a comprehensive, 

dynamic system of internal and external controls to 
ensure Strate’s adherence to the legislative framework 
within which it operates

• Review of, and compliance with, the risk philosophy, 
strategies and policies of Strate

• Review of risk identification and measurement 
methodologies employed within Strate

Refer to page 30 for our material matters and page 28 for our 
risk management process

Technology and data 
management governance
The IT governance framework articulates the business 
value that IT delivers to the organisation by providing a 
structured assessment of the significant investment being 
made into technology.  This includes the evaluation of 
significant operational expenditure as well as the objective 
monitoring and measurement of projects throughout their 
lifecycle.

In line with King IVTM, the following governance components 
are recognised:

• Leadership           -         the Board’s responsibility for      
                              technology and information      
                                    governance  

• Structures            -         governance at all levels in the     
                                       organisation  

• Framework          -         the management of IT  
• Arrangement       -        relevant principles, policies,            

                                           process and practices  
• Integration           -        integration of IT into the   

     corporate fabric  

Assessment of technology and data 
management governance
The head of Technology and Data Management is a 
permanent invitee at the committee and presents the IT 
dashboard bi-annually. The IT dashboard highlights the 
following:
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• Adherence to policies and procedures
• Service availability and description of major incidents
• Health and lifespan of Strate’s core applications
• Usage and lifespan of underlying infrastructure
• Health assessment of vendors
• Disaster recovery capability and testing
• Data security and governance

During  2020, IT focused on the following areas:

• Enabling the smooth transition to remote working 
due to COVID-19 through digital enablement and 
back-up power utility

• Enhanced cybersecurity capabilities and education
• Technology resilience and stabilisation of new digital 

platforms 
• Expanded internal network capacity
• Creating internal efficiencies through automation
• Implementing the data governance framework

For 2021 the focus will be:

• Enhancing our digital maturity score
• Enhancing our client experience
• Enhancing our internal user experience
• Expanding our data and analytics capabilities and 

services
• Embedding our cyber security measures as remote 

working continues 

New business
The Financial Markets Act (s61 in particular) places specific 
restrictions on the ability of a licensed financial market 
infrastructure to carry on any additional business, function 
or service that is not provided for under s30 of the Act. 
The committee has been tasked by the Board to review all 
new business proposals and ensure that the decisions and 
recommendations in relation to such proposals fall within 
the ambit of the Memorandum of Incorporation and that 
the necessary engagement with the regulator has taken 
place .

Special Purpose Reserve Fund 
(SPRF)
All fines collected by Strate Supervision in its supervisory 
role are allocated to the SPRF which is maintained 
separately from Strate’s finances. The use of these funds 
is dictated by the objectives of the FMA and described in 

more detail in the Strate Rules (Rule 12.14 in particular).

The committee considers proposals for the use of these 
funds which may only be used for the benefit of the 
financial markets in one or more of the following ways:

• To fund or subsidise the costs of training or exams 
provided to the financial markets

• To fund special projects that would benefit the financial 
markets

Strate does not in any way, directly or indirectly, benefit 
from the use of these funds.

On behalf of the Board, I would like to express my sincere 
gratitude to my fellow committee members for their efforts 
and contribution during the year, as well as to management, 
the internal and external auditors, and the user community 
for their ongoing support. 

Ms Daisy Naidoo
Chairman: Audit and Risk Committee
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Meeting frequency and 
composition 
The committee meets at least four times a year, with five 
additional meetings held in 2020. At the date of this report, 
the committee consisted of two independent non-executive 
directors and one non-executive director. The composition 
of the committee is as follows:

• Mr K Getz – Chairman – independent non-executive 
(appointed with effect from 26 November 2020 to 
replace Ms Ramplin who resigned from this committee 
on the same day)  

• Mr NG Payne – independent non-executive 
• Ms A Greenwood – non-executive 

The CEO, CFO and head of Human Capital, Transformation 
and Communication attend the committee meetings by 
invitation. The FSCA, PA and non-executive directors have 
standing invitations to attend the committee’s meetings. 
The company secretary attends and minutes all meetings. 
Meeting invitees do not have a vote on any matter 
considered by the committee.  

Remuneration

Review and recommend to 
the Board for approval the 

Remuneration Policy

Oversee the implementation of the 
Remuneration Policy throughout 

the company

Review the annual corporate 
scorecard and recommend to the 

Board for approval 

Review the total variable 
compensation pool for 2020 

including CEO remuneration and 
recommend to the Board for 

approval 

Review the company and CEO 
performance for the year and 
recommend to the Board for 

approval 

Review and approve the 
performance of the executive 

management team

Review any organisational structure 
changes and recommend to the 

Board for approval 

Ensure appropriate Board and 
Board committees’ composition 

with recommendations to the 
Board

Review of independence of 
directors with recommendation to 

the Board 

Oversee the development of formal 
succession plans for the Board, 

CEO and executive management 
team

Perform its statutory 
responsibilities in terms of the 

Companies Act

Ensure that Strate governs 
ethics in a way that supports the 

establishment of an ethical culture

Ensure that Strate is a responsible 
corporate citizen

Review and recommend the Code 
of Conduct for Board approval

Oversee the enterprise and supplier 
development, social economic 

development and consumer 
education practices 

Oversee employment equity 
practices

Ensure that Strate governs 
compliance with applicable laws

Oversee and monitor the 
implementation of the Compliance 
Charter and related processes and 

procedures

Nominations Social & Ethics Compliance

In addition to the above, the committee focused on the following key areas during 2020:

Remuneration
Over the past two years, the REMNOMSEC has worked extensively 
with the Board and management to transform Strate’s culture, 
organisational structure and its remuneration model. 

The organisational structural journey was concluded in 2020. 
With careful planning and successful execution, Strate has not 
only continued to deliver operationally, but has also significantly 
benefited from enhanced client engagement and alignment.

Strate’s remuneration model is underpinned by a philosophy 
that serves the dual purpose of focusing attention on operational 
excellence and performance, while rewarding innovation aimed 
at long-term growth and sustainable shared value creation. We 
see the revised philosophy and policy as the first, significant step 
in the right direction.

Role, purpose and principal 
function
The committee has an independent role that involves 
oversight and making recommendations to the Board for 
its consideration and final approval. The responsibilities of 
the committee include:
• Enabling the Board to achieve its responsibilities in 

relation to the organisation’s Remuneration Policy, 
processes and procedures 

• Ensuring the Board comprises the appropriate 
balance of knowledge, skills, experience, diversity and 
independence for it to discharge its governance role 
and responsibilities objectively and effectively 

• Providing advice, oversight and the monitoring of 
Strate’s activities with regard to compliance, social 
and economic development, ethics, transformation, 
sustainability, corporate citizenship, environment, 
health, safety, stakeholder relationships, and labour 
and employment matters

The committee operated within the written terms of 
reference during the year under review. The terms of 
reference were last reviewed and approved by the Board 
on 25 November 2019. They were not reviewed during 
2020 pending the finalisation of a complete review of all 
the committees’ terms of reference, which will be finalised 
during the first half of 2021.

The committee is satisfied it has fulfilled its responsibilities 
during the year in accordance with its terms of reference 
and has complied with its statutory and regulatory 
responsibilities for the period under review, as follows:

REMUNERATION, NOMINATIONS AND SOCIAL & ETHICS 
COMMITTEE REPORT
The Remuneration, Nominations and Social & Ethics Committee (REMNOMSEC) presents its report for the financial year 
ended 31 December 2020. 
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Nominations
The Board composition review commenced in the latter 
part of 2020 and will be a key focus for 2021. This review 
will include a revision of the Board skills and experience 
matrix. This is in response, firstly, to Strate’s strategy and its 
impact on the required non-executive skills set, experience 
and diversity. Secondly, the review will consider the change 
in board composition following the resignation of Ms M 
Ramplin.

Social and ethics 
The committee oversaw the progress in Strate’s 
transformation journey in 2020, with the recommendation 
of a revised Employment Equity plan, aligned to Strate’s 
strategy. This was submitted to and approved by the Board.

During the period under review no material incidents or 
issues were brought to the attention of the committee and 
no unethical behaviour was noted.

Please refer to the Social Responsibility and Impact report for 
further detail on Strate’s activities in this regard.

Compliance
The Generally Accepted Compliance Practice Framework 
(2018) of the Compliance Institute of South Africa promotes 
the regular review of an organisation’s compliance function. 
The objectives include the encouragement and evaluation 
of:

• The overall integrity and effectiveness of the 
compliance function

• The adequacy of compliance resources
• Compliance responsibility
• The Compliance charter, framework and associated 

methodologies that are in place
• Adherence to the Compliance charter, framework and 

associated procedures
• The resolution of previously identified weaknesses
• The level of compliance with regulatory obligations 
• The effectiveness of the function in its reporting 

obligations to the governing body and any relevant 
assurance committees

This function has undergone a full internal review in 2020 
with a focus on creating increased independence within the 
organisation. 

All compliance matters are reported to the REMNOMSEC, 
while the Audit and Risk Committee oversees the 
necessary assurance activity that has been designed to 
cover all functional areas of the organisation including 
risk management, stakeholder engagement, technology, 
remuneration, governance, supervision and compliance. 

The function itself is already considered robust and mature 
with no core regulatory breaches recorded. 

For 2021 key focus areas will be: 

Remuneration:
• The inclusion of a malus and clawback clause for senior 

management, which requires deliberate consideration 
and consultation in the implementation thereof

• An independent review of the remuneration philosophy 
and policy in the context of the proposed foundational 
principles

• Continue to embed the remuneration model, including 
aligning all performance scorecards

Nominations:
• Finalise the Board composition review 
• Review and formalise the Board Appointment Policy 

and related procedures 
• Revise and formalise the director induction and 

training programmes

Social and ethics:
• Further improve and enhance the maturity of the 

social and ethics-related policies and procedures 
• Oversee and review the stakeholder relationship 

model and framework 
• Oversee and review the sustainability framework 

Compliance:
• Continued monitoring of regulatory compliance 

activities

I wish to express my gratitude to the members of the 
committee and management for their efforts and 
contributions during the year. 

Mr Keith Getz
Chairman: Remuneration, Nominations and Social & Ethics 
Committee

PARTICIPANT FAILURE 
COMMITTEE REPORT
Role, purpose and principal 
function
The committee’s role is to assist the Board in managing 
central securities depository participants’ (CSDPs) 
insolvencies, should they occur, in accordance with the 
FMA, Strate Rules and Directives and the Participant failure 
manual.

The committee does not assume the functions of Strate’s 
management, which remain the responsibility of the 
executive directors, officers and/or other members of senior 
management.

The role of the committee is to:

• Follow Strate Rule 16 and ensure that the securities 
services of the CSDP undergoing insolvency and the 
functions of Strate are carried out with due regard to 
the interests of Strate, other CSDPs, issuers and clients

• Ensure that insolvency proceedings  are  conducted in 
an orderly and non-disruptive manner in accordance 
with the FMA, Strate Rules and Directives and other 
Strate procedures

Composition and meeting 
procedures
The committee comprises four members and is chaired by 
an independent non-executive director.

The membership of the committee during the year under 
review was:

• Mr NG Payne – Chairman – independent non-executive 
director

• Mr E Masilela – independent non-executive director
• Ms D Naidoo – independent non-executive director
• Mr A Nortjé – CEO

Meetings are attended by appropriate executives, including   
the head of Risk, Legal and Governance and the company  
secretary.   During the year under review two joint meetings 
of the Participant Failure Committee and the Urgent Issues 
Committee were held. All members of both committees 
were present at both meetings.

Key focus areas
• Possible scenarios that would require the Participant 

Failure Committee or the Urgent Issues Committee to 
meet

• Review of the terms of reference of both committees
• Proposed restructure of the failure manual
• Participant Failure Manual project timeline
• Participant failure manager roles and responsibilities
• Review of the draft recovery plan and recovery plan 

timeline
• Identification and assessment of any insolvencies and 

urgent issues, of which there were none

The key focus for 2021 will be finalisation of the failure 
manual and of the failure manager roles and responsibilities.

The committee is satisfied that it has fulfilled its 
responsibilities during the year in accordance with its terms 
of reference and has complied with its legal and regulatory 
responsibilities for the period under review.

There were no failure incidents that required the invocation 
of this committee during the year under review.

Mr Nigel Payne
Chairman: Participant Failure Committee
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URGENT ISSUES COMMITTEE 
REPORT

Role, purpose and principal 
function
The role of the committee is to consider and take reasonable 
action as may be required to resolve an emergency in 
terms of CSD Rule 2.20. This rule relates to whether a CSDP 
is conducting its business in such a manner that poses 
an imminent risk resulting in that CSDP being unable to 
perform its business, or the CSDP acting in such a manner 
that may be detrimental to the rights and interests, business 
or operations of other CSDPs, clients, issuers or the CSD.

The committee does not assume the functions of Strate’s 
management, which remain the responsibility of the  
executive directors, officers and/or other members of   
senior management.

Composition and meeting 
procedures
The committee comprises three members and is chaired by  
an independent non-executive director. Membership of the 
committee for the year under review was:

• Mr NG Payne – Chairman – independent non-executive 
director

• Ms D Naidoo – independent non-executive director
• Mr A Nortjé – CEO

The committee met jointly with the Participant Failure 
Committee twice during the year under review, as set out 
under the Participant Failure Committee review above. 

The committee is satisfied that it has fulfilled its 
responsibilities during the year in accordance with its terms   
of reference and has complied with its legal and regulatory 
responsibilities for the period under review.

There were no incidents that required the invocation of this 
committee during the year under review.

Mr Nigel Payne
Chairman: Urgent Issues Committee 

REGULATORY AND 
SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE 
REPORT

Meeting frequency and 
composition
The Strate Regulatory and Supervisory Committee is a 
committee of the Board which, at the date of this report, 
consists of the following four independent non-executive 
directors:
• Mr N G Payne – Chairman – independent non-executive
• Mr K Getz – independent non-executive
• Mr E Masilela – independent non-executive
• Mr S Yates – independent non-executive

The CEO, head of Strate Supervision and representatives 
of Strate Supervision, the head of Strate‘s Risk, Legal 
and Governance division and representatives from the 
legal team attend committee meetings by invitation. The 
FSCA has a standing invitation to attend this committee’s 
meetings.

The committee held four standard meetings and five special 
purpose meetings during 2020.
 

Role, purpose and principal 
function
Strate’s licence as a CSD allows it to perform the functions 
of electronic settlement of on- and off-market securities 
transactions across a number of different security types. 
Under the FMA, a CSD also has regulatory authority as an 
SRO. 

This entails the drafting of new Strate Rules and Directives 
or amendments to existing Rules and Directives, and the 
approval and supervision of CSDPs, including investigations 
into alleged regulatory breaches. As a CSD, Strate must 
make arrangements for the proper supervision of CSDPs’ 
compliance with the FMA and Strate Rules and Directives.

Duties assigned by the Board
The committee is specifically tasked with the role of 
overseeing that Strate fulfils its role as an SRO in terms 
of the FMA. This includes the drafting of new Strate Rules 
and Directives, or amendments to existing Rules and 
Directives, by Strate’s Legal team, and the investigative and 

enforcement functions performed by Strate Supervision, 
an independent division within Strate. In terms of the 
committee’s terms of reference, the committee should 
ensure that:

• Strate’s commercial activities are appropriately 
separated from the supervisory and enforcement 
activities of Strate Supervision - i.e. the effectiveness of 
“ring-fencing” structures

• Consider on an ongoing basis whether the scope of 
the Strate Rules and Directives provides an adequate 
framework for the regulation and supervision of CSDPs

• Recommend to the Board the acceptance, suspension 
and termination of a CSDP in accordance with the 
Strate Rules

• Review the scope and magnitude of fines and 
determine if they act as a suitable deterrent to 
wrongdoing

• Review the process of identifying the risks and 
exposures that arise from the supervision and 
enforcement of Strate Rules and Directives

A full Regulatory and Supervisory Report is published 
annually, which details the regulatory, supervisory and 
enforcement activities undertaken by Strate and Strate 
Supervision.

Key focus areas
During 2020, 13 Strate Directives were amended to cater for:
• Participatory interests in collective investment 

schemes
• Issuer-initiated dematerialisation
• Operational timelines and procedures
• Processing of corporate actions and capital events
• Processing of bond securities
• Fines

From a supervisory perspective, a number of special 
purpose committee meetings were held during the year  
to consider, among others, the sanctions to be imposed 
on CSDPs regarding the processing of debit balances of 
securities, as well as requests to waive fines imposed by 
Strate Supervision. The affected CSDPs were afforded 
the opportunity to address the committee in person 
and provide any additional information they deemed 
relevant for the committee to consider. In all instances, the 
committee considered the matters in question and found 
that the appropriate enforcement action was taken.

The committee considered the findings from a number 
of remote/desktop reviews conducted to assess various 
operational aspects at CSDPs. (Off-site reviews were 
conducted due to the impact of COVID-19.) The committee 
further considered and approved the application of one 
CSDP's participation, as well as another’s termination, in 
the equity, bond and money market environments.

Key regulatory changes in 2020
The key regulatory changes during 2020 include:

• Further entrenchment of the structural change to the 
South African financial regulatory system, including the 
transfer from a single regulator, to a Twin Peaks model 
with one regulator for prudential matters, the PA, and 
one regulator for conduct matters, the FSCA

• Strate will continue to update its Rules and Directives as 
the related regulation is further developed

Regulatory and Supervisory 
Committee charter
The committee is satisfied that all material issues arising 
from its terms of reference have been addressed and 
actioned throughout the reporting period. 

In 2021, we will continue to focus on monitoring and 
mitigating risks and identifying any new risks that might 
arise in this new environment that has resulted from the 
global pandemic. We will also be implementing the Exclaim 
tool to enhance our reviews.

Mr Nigel Payne
Chairman: Regulatory and Supervisory Committee
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For Strate, 2020 continued to be a foundational year centred on developing the necessary building blocks for future proofing 
the business, while navigating a global pandemic and ensuring stability in volatile markets. Significant focus was placed 
on continued operational delivery and business resilience amidst increased volatility and high transaction volumes. With 
the nationwide lockdown and full transition to remote working, workforce planning and employee enablement were key to 
ensure the appropriate operational set-up, virtual collaboration and to maintain productivity.

As we look to 2021 and beyond, we remain cognisant of the economic challenges that lie ahead. The business will continue 
to focus on maintaining business resilience and continuity while adapting to the new reality and working environment. Strate 
remains committed to executing on its strategic mandate and concentrating on achieving its strategic imperatives while 
supporting the market to rebuild and recover from the COVID-19 pandemic.

With our evolution in thinking towards long-term strategic, business and operational plans that enable sustainable shared 
value creation, we will be delivering on our strategy over two time horizons. In the next two years, our focus remains on 
consistent operational delivery and business resilience, while ensuring the necessary building blocks are created for long-
term business sustainability. Our longer-term focus will be on growth and innovation initiatives that align to our strategy and 
business model outcomes.

• Deliver consistent operational excellence and business resilience
• Drive our Digital Issuer strategy
• Enable digital adoption of e-Voting and Collateral Services
• Deliver an excellent stakeholder experience

• Revenue diversification through leveraging our digital platforms across security, issuer and 
trade types

• Define and drive our data strategy
• Ensure our stakeholders remain integral to everything we do

Operational delivery and business resilience 
2021 to 2022

Long-term business sustainability
2023 and  beyond

2021 20232023 2025202520222022 20242024
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ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS
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The following key terms are provided to assist readers in understanding the functions that Strate provides and the terminology used in this report.

Central Securities Depository (CSD)   A specialist financial organisation which holds securities to enable the transfer of ownership through a book entry rather than the transfer of physical certificates. The electronic records of
       the securities are held at one location where they are available for custody and settlement.

Securities       The collective term for equities, bonds, money markets, derivatives and participatory notes in collective investment schemes.

Settlement       The completion of a transaction, whereby securities and corresponding cash are delivered and received. (Securities are transferred from seller to buyer and cash transferred from buyer to
       seller).

A number of acronyms are used in this Annual Integrated Report. A list of these follows:

4AX 4 Africa Exchange

AFS annual financial statements

AGM annual general meeting

BaNCS MI The Tata Consultancy Services BaNCS
Market Infrastructure

B-BBEE broad-based black economic 
empowerment

BND beneficiary download, also referred
to as the share register

CEO chief executive officer

CFO chief financial officer

CMS Strate’s Tri-Party Collateral 
Management Services

CoGP Codes of Good Practice

CPMI Committee on Payment and
Market Infrastructure

CSD Central Securities Depository

CSDPs Central Securities Depository 
Participants

DIS Debt Instrument Solution

EBITDA Earnings before interest, tax, 
depreciation and amortisation

EESE Equity Express Securities Exchange

ETP electronic trading platform

FMA Financial Markets Act, 19 of 2012

FMI financial market infrastructure

FSB Financial Services Board

FSC Financial Sector Charter

FSCA Financial Sector Conduct Authority

FSRA Financial Sector Regulation Act, 9 of 2017

IFRS International Financial Reporting 
Standards

IIRC International Integrated Reporting 
Council

IOSCO International Organisation of
Securities Commissions

ISO International Organisation
for Standardisation

IT information technology

ITaC JSE’s Integrated Trading and Clearing 
initiative

JSE Johannesburg Stock Exchange

King IVTM King Code of Governance Principles 
for South Africa, 2016

KPI key performance indicator

LEI legal entity identifier

LOU local operating unit

NPAT net profit after tax

OHS Act Occupational Health and Safety Act, 85 
of 1993

PA Prudential Authority

PFMI Principles for Financial Market 
Infrastructures

PwC PricewaterhouseCoopers

SARB South African Reserve Bank

SCS Strate Charity Shares

Securities Equities, bonds and money market 
instruments

SED socio-economic development

SLB securities lending and borrowing

SPRF special purpose reserve fund

SRO self-regulatory organisation

SWIFT Society for Worldwide Interbank
Financial Telecommunication

TCS Tata Consultancy Services
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